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ABSTRACT
In this report we compare the cost of an array of small antennas to that of a single large
antenna assuming both the array and single large antenna have equal performance and
availability. The single large antenna is taken to be one of the 70-m antennas of the Deep Space
Network.
The cost of the array is estimated as a function of the array element diameter for three
different values of system noise temperature corresponding to three different packaging schemes
for the first amplifier. Array elements are taken to be fully steerable paraboloids and their cost
estimates were obtained from commercial vendors. Array loss mechanisms and calibration
problems are discussed. For array elements in the range 3 to 35 m there is no minimum in the
cost versus diameter curve for the three system temperatures that were studied.
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PREFACE
The motivation for this study can be traced entirely to the refusal of the 3.7-m antenna on
the Galileo spacecraft to deploy properly. That antenna was intended to transmit X-band science
data to Earth at a rate of 134 kbs as the spacecraft orbited the planet Jupiter and made successive
encounters with the Jovian satellites. Loss of this antenna means that only an omnidirectional S-
band antenna is available for mission support and represents a 47-dB reduction in
communications capability.
During the spring and summer of 1992, the Galileo team tried various "tricks" to coax the
antenna open but to no avail. The Galileo project manager asked the Tracking and Data
Acquisition (TDA) Office if other support options were available, just in case the antenna never
opened. A study team was formed, led by Leslie J. Deutsch, that quickly developed a list of
"wild ideas" by which the mission data return capabilities could be enhanced at S-band. The
most significant enhancements involved modifying the spacecraft in some way, such as using
data compression. On the ground, the enhancements involved arraying as many antennas as
possible and reducing the system temperature on each of these antennas.
As a member of that Wild Ideas team, along with Don Brown, Bruce Crow, and Dave
Rogstad, we investigated arraying possibilities. One of the first things we did was to review
what was then a 2-year-old study that estimated the cost of a new 70-m Beam Waveguide
antenna, and we calculated that the cost of new collecting aperture would be approximately
$26,000 per square meter, if it were purchased as individual 70-m apertures. It did not require a
mathematical whiz to estimate that new aperture to make up the 47-dB link loss would cost more
than the entire NASA budget for the next century, even assuming a generous discount for buying
70-m antennas in quantity, and therefore was unlikely ever to be funded.
I recalled a memo written by Barry Clark [1966] exploring something he called the
"Kilodish Array," as a possible configuration for what later became the Very Large Array.
Basically, he pointed out that by using TV dish antennas, a large collecting aperture could be
assembled inexpensively, but the electronics cost was large and restricted future expansion
capabilities. A quick scan of the Los Angeles Times revealed an advertisement touting a 3-m
satellite dish with receiver for $1699, or an aperture cost of roughly $239 per square meter. The
difference in aperture cost was intriguing, and I soon found that several of my colleagues had
previously noted this factor-of-ten cost discrepancy and wondered, as I did, if there might be a
cost advantage for the Deep Space Network to array small antennas--not just for Galileo but for
all the DSN's various activities.
The idea of a massive array of small antennas to address the Galileo problem disappeared
under the onslaught of restrictive budget and schedule realities, but it was decided to explore the
conceptfurtherwith adesignstudyandcostestimate.Hence,thisstudywasbornandthe
conceptwasnicknamedMOAA--the motherof all arrays.Like anyconservativeteamleader,I
recruitedpeoplewho weremuchsmarterthanI. Wemetweekly,parceledoutassignments,
sharedcrazy ideas,tolda lot of jokes,andgenerallyhadagoodtime. Everybodyon theteam
contributed,all criticism wasconstructive,andweall developedadeeprespectfor eachother's
ideas. I counttheexperienceasthemostpleasurablejob assignmentI havehadin my careerat
JPLandhopethatmy fellow teammembersenjoyedit evenhalf asmuchasI did.
Thereportis laid out in prettymuchthetemporalorderin whichwedevelopedarguments
andanalysis.As aresult,thereadermaynoticesomeinconsistencyin thedevelopment.For
instance,oneof therequirementsthatweadoptedwasto synthesizetheequivalentapertureof
three70-mantennas.I think it is safeto saythatall theteammembersbeganthestudywith the
belief that arrayingsmallantennaswouldbe much less expensive than building large 70-m
apertures, and it would then be possible to consider such a large undertaking. You will note that
in the end, the cost for synthesizing only one 70-m aperture is estimated.
During several of our initial team meetings there were questions as to how or why the
DSN does certain things a particular way, i.e., a questioning of the "conventional wisdom," and
the historical summary in the first chapter addresses these questions. In the current environment
there is much discussion of re-engineering the DSN, and I think that it would be helpful if more
people understood the historical development of the DSN before they begin to implement
fundamental changes. We agonized much more about uplink arraying than is indicated by the
short section in the text and discussed the cost aspects with colleagues in the transmitter group.
However, any follow-on effort should re-examine this issue with respect to cost effectiveness.
I owe a huge thanks to Les Deutch, William Rafferty, Charles Stelzried, and Hugh
Fosque for providing encouragement and financial support for this study. I suspect they knew I
wanted to do this study so badly that I would have worked for free but they paid me anyway. I
am particularly indebted to them for the understanding they have shown as to why this report is a
year late.
Don Brown, Rick Green, Richard Mathison, and Bruce Crow all provided early
encouragement that was both needed and appreciated. A very special thanks is due to Robert
Clauss and David Fort for their help and advice in several areas. Bob Clauss was a constant
source of provocation and constructive criticism. Some of his words are found verbatim in the
report in regard to low-noise amplifier performance and cost. Dave Fort was an active consultant
on questions concerning the correlator, combiner, and array performance. George Morris and
Jack Fanselow both contributed unconventional ideas and encouragement. Fred McLaughlin
reminded me that he and Bob Stevens had noticed that small antennas do not seem to follow the
vi
diameterto the2.7-powerlaw. Larry Rauchreviewedadraft of thisreportandsuggestedseveral
improvementsandcaughta hostof errors--thankyouLarry.
During thecourseof thestudyI receivedsomanygoodsuggestionsandideasfrom so
manypeoplethatI no longerrememberall of them. If youareamongthis number,pleaseaccept
my apologiesalongwith my sinceregratitude.
GeorgeM. Resch
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report documents the results of a design study whose objective was to develop a
quantitative understanding of the performance, cost, and technical risks associated with
synthesizing a large aperture from an array of smaller apertures. Such an array would support the
communication links to any spacecraft engaged in solar system exploration. The study represents
the conceptual exploration of a particular evolutionary path that is open to the Deep Space Network
(DSN).
The product of the study is a model that relates the total acquisition cost of an array to the
diameter of the elemental apertures in the array. This cost is a function of the total antenna gain
divided by total system temperature, i.e., denoted as G/T. The functional performance benchmark
used in the study is taken from DSN Document 810-5, Module TCI-10 [1991], for the 70-m
antenna network. The cost benchmark is taken from a previous study documented by Brunstein
[1990].
The rationale for this study is based on the premise that changing technology acts to reduce
the cost of the electronics as a function of time while the cost of a single large antenna is dominated
by steel and labor, which increase as a function of time at least as fast as inflation. It was reasoned
that as the fractional cost of electronics decreased, smaller antenna diameters would minimize the
total system cost. It follows that a study such as this one should be done periodically to determine
the optimum array element diameter.
The term "system" that is used throughout the document consists of antennas, radio- and
intermediate-frequency amplification, signal distribution, combiner electronics, and the monitor and
control needed to operate the array in a synchronous fashion. Although we believe the particular
array design that will be discussed would perform and support all DSN responsibilities (e.g.,
planetary radar, radio science, etc.), the functional requirements were dominated by telemetry
considerations. It must be kept in mind throughout this document that although much of the
discussion is focused on the performance and cost of a receive-only array, the total system concept
would more likely include a single 34-m-class antenna having both uplink and downlink
capabilities. For instance, the new 34-m Beam Waveguide (BWG) with an active uplink capability
would be arrayed with some number of receive-only antennas.
This section contains a very brief historical review of some of the factors that have
influenced the design of the current DSN. The rationale behind the study is discussed, and there is
a short summary of some of the reasons why the study avoided uplink capability in the array. The
overall requirements and goals of the array are outlined, and finally there is a description of the
approach used in the study and identification of who was primarily responsible for what.
1.1 HISTORY
"I know no way of judging the future but by the past"
-Patrick Henry
±
In the early 1960's, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) began a
major expansion of the DSN in order to support the planetary exploration program. The primary
requirements for this network were: (1) support operations under all reasonably anticipated weather
conditions, (2) support continuous 24 hr/day communications, and (3) support both a low-
gain/broad-beam and a high-gain/narrow-beam communications link. The latter requirement arose
from the supposition that most spacecraft would be equipped with a high-gain/narrow-beam antenna
to support high data rate links, as well as a nearly omnidirectional/low-gain antenna to be used
during spacecraft emergencies.
These requirements were driven primarily by the then current state-of-the-art in spacecraft
design. The result was a network of deep-space stations spaced approximately 120 ° apart in
longitude that could provide 24 hr/day communications. The implication of communications gaps
were mission penalties in the form of increased spacecraft weight, complexity, and lower reliability
as a result of greater data storage requirements. In addition, there is the possibility that a spacecraft
emergency during a gap could lead to an unrecoverable failure. Perhaps more important, by the
early 1960's, a successful operations scenario was established for planetary missions that took full
advantage of continuous contact with a continuously operating spacecraft, a scenario that continues
to the present day.
The overall goal of the expansion in the 1960's, and the goal that persists to this day, is to
achieve a design balance between Earth support equipment and spacecraft capability so as to provide
the most cost-effective tota.__._!lsystem cost to NASA. In such a balanced design, every dollar invested
in the ground stations would lead to an increase in returned data (integrated over the station
lifetime), that would be exactly the same as the increase in data resulting from the same dollar
investment in spacecraft development. While there is no readily available metric to measure
progress toward this goal, the sentiment is highly worthwhile.
In late 1965, P. Potter, W. Merrick, and A. Ludwig [1965] published a report documenting
the major considerations that had gone into the evolution of the DSN in the early part of that decade.
Their concerns were the economic balancing of ground antenna aperture with potential
improvements in spacecraft performance, the use of large single antennas versus arrays of smaller
antennas, and the optimum frequency of the communications link. Based on an approximately 2-yr.
study, they concluded that a single antenna of the 65-m diameter class was the most economically
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feasibleapproachfor thenext 10to 15years.Further,eitherasteerableparaboloidof
approximately65m diameteror anarrayof suchantennaswouldbetheoptimumaperture
implementation,dependingon thenumberandcapabilityof spacecraftlaunchedin the70'sand
80's. It is relevantto notethatthisstudyconsideredarrayingin somedetail. Finally theyjudged
thattheoptimumfrequencyof operationwouldbeapproximately2 GHz.
In thelate 1970's,theDSNagainconsideredamajorexpansionandembarkedonastudyof
what was termed the Large Advanced Antenna Station or LAAS for short, and was documented in a
status report issued in 1978 [Haglund, 1978]. Prior to 1977 it was thought that the next major
addition to the DSN would be implementation of a second subnet of 64- to 100-m antennas, as the
earlier study had concluded. However, in March 1977 it was postulated that an antenna array rather
than a single antenna aperture would be more cost-effective for the prospective LAAS, and the
study was expanded to include this possibility. On May 16, 1978, JPL recommended to what was
then the Office of Space Tracking and Data Acquisition (currently the Office of Space Operations)
that if a large advanced antenna station was to be built, it should be built with multiple apertures
(i.e., an array) because the life-cycle cost and technical risk were significantly less than for a single
large aperture.
The antenna diameters that were considered in the LAAS study were 100 m for the large
single aperture and 25 m to 38 m for the array elements, Three companies, E-Systems Inc., Ford
WDL, and Harris Corp., were contracted to provide detailed performance and cost estimates for the
antennas while electronics performance and costs were estimated internally at JPL. The study
report alluded to an attempt to investigate the cost advantages of even smaller antenna elements and
stated that "this approach did not prove practical due to antenna-related electronics costs."
Brunstein [ 1990] documented a study that addressed the question, "Would an array of
smaller antennas with performance equivalent to a 70-m antenna be cheaper to build than a 70-m
BWG (Beam Waveguide) antenna?" The study considered an array of four 34-m antennas that was
functionally equivalent to 70-m capabilities for commanding, telemetry, radio science, and Very
Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI). The study concluded that the array was not cheaper. The
total cost for the array and the 70-m antenna, including all electronics, was approximately the same
or at least within the estimation errors of the budgeting process.
In the discussions that followed the Brunstein memo, it was realized that the arraying
approach enjoyed an enormous practical advantage over the single large antenna. The array could
be constructed one element at a time and the capital investment spread out over several years. This
is the strategy that the DSN has planned for the next decade. A 34-m subnet of High-Efficiency
(HEF) antennas has already been constructed. The Construction of Facilities plan for the next
decade calls for new 34-m BWG antennas at Goldstone and Canberra. In principle, the 34-m
antennas at Goldstone could be combined to provide the equivalent capability of a 70-m antenna.
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1.2 RATIONALE
"You can never plan the future by the past."
- Edmund Burke
The primary reason that the DSN is evolving today is exactly the same as it was 30 years
ago --to support NASA's planetary exploration program. While some considerations remain the
same, there have been other fundamental changes in the forces that drive this evolution.
First, and foremost, the content and constraints on the planetary exploration program have
changed. The planetary program has almost transitioned from the reconnaissance stage to the
exploration stage. We have had flybys of all the planets except one, and have begun the systematic
discovery and understanding of processes, history, and planetary evolution. The next phase that
we must anticipate is intensive in situ study that will involve landers, rovers, atmospheric balloons,
sample returns, and possible landings by astronauts.
Second, the range of responsibilities assigned to the DSN has expanded. Near-Earth
missions that cannot be tracked by the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) and
international cooperative missions have greatly expanded the list of spacecraft that keep the network
busy. In fact, the missions in this category constitute the largest segment of future support
requests.
Finally, technology has changed. Thirty years ago the selection of 64 m as the "best"
antenna diameter was made largely on the judgment that 64 m was the largest antenna that could
safely be constructed within cost, performance, and schedule constraints. Furthermore, such an
antenna would be gain-limited at a frequency higher than S-Band, which was the frequency at
which spacecraft hardware could be implemented. Thanks to advances in technology, the diameter
of the DSN's largest antennas was extended to 70 m, the gain limit has been extended to a
frequency higher than X-Band, and complementary technology has been incorporated in the
spacecraft design.
These changes in the planetary program and expanded responsibilities and technology
improvements suggest several ideas. The growing list of spacecraft requiring ground support
implies that either more antennas are needed, or a change in the ground support strategy is required.
Many of the missions in the planning stage are near-Earth and have communications requirements
far less demanding than the deep space missions. Supporting this class of missions with 70-m
class apertures would constitute over-design of the communications link.
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On theotherhand,thedeepspacemissionsthatarebeingplannedareevenmore
constrainedby cost,mass,andpowerthantheywerein thepast. If reasonabledataratesareto be
supportedfrom thesedistantspacecraft,helink capabilitymustbesustainedby largeGfr capability
on theground.An arrayofferstheflexibility to assembleanaperturethatis tailoredto themission
requirement.
Thestrategyof providingcontinuouscommunicationswith adeepspacemissionhasproved
to behighlysuccessfulin thepast. It is clearthatit will beveryexpensiveto follow thisstrategyin
thefuturebecauseit requiresanactiveuplink for everyspacecraftall thetime,andthecostof
providingthisuplink nearlydoublestheelectronicscostfor theantennasystem.Theuplink is
neededto commandthespacecraftandprovidetwo-wayDopplermeasurementshatareusedto
navigate.While commandingis arelativelyinfrequentneed,thequalityof navigationdepends
stronglyon thequantityof two-wayDopplerdataandits spreadovertime. With theadventof
ultrastableoscillatorson thespacecraft,it maybepossibleto utilizeone-wayDoppleror to
supplementtheDopplerdatawith otherdatatypesinorderto navigatein deepspace.If true,there
wouldno longerbetheneedfor oneuplink for everydownlink. Uplinkscouldbetime multiplexed
andtheDSN wouldenjoyaconsiderablesavingsin capitalinvestment,maintenance,andoperations
cost.
Another motivation for this study stems from the contrast between two observations. The
first observation, taken from the technical literature, suggests that the cost of large antennas is
proportional to antenna diameter D raised to some power Y, where 2< 7 < 3, with a most likely
value of 2.5. The second observation comes from the fact that the cost of electronics (for some
measure of functionality) is decreasing with time. Taken together, these observations would
indicate that the optimum diameter for an array element should decrease with time.
In order to quantify these observations, consider that the total system cost for an array CT, is
the sum of the m subsystem costs Ci;
m
C T = _C i
i=l
where the antenna subsystem cost is merely one of the terms in the sum and the other terms
represents such subsystems as the radio frequency amplifiers, digital electronics, etc. The cost for
each subsystem can be separately modeled, and in general, each term (including the antenna
subsystem) will contain a nonrecurring cost (NRCi) and a recurring cost (RCi) per antenna element.
The NRCi represents the setup, design, and management required for any large project, while RCi
represents the production cost per unit, and Ne represents the total number of elements in the array.
For the ith subsystem
C i = NRC i + N e -RC i
We will denote the antenna subsystem as i = 1 and assume that its recurring cost can be modeled as
a power law function of the antenna diameter De such that
C ! = NRC 1 +N e ._.De _
where 13and 7 are constants. The total system cost is then
m In
CT = Ne "13"D _ + ,___NRC i +Ne ",__.,RCi
1 2
In general, while the NRCi and RCi, are functions of the size of the total array, they can be
assumed not to be functions of the antenna diameter. The number of elements in the array Ne
depends on both the effective diameter of the aperture that is to be synthesized and the diameter of
the individual antennas, i.e., it takes four -m paraboloids to synthesize the aperture of a 2-m
paraboloid. If we are given the size of the aperture to be synthesized, then Ne = k(De) -2, where k is
some constant. Taking the derivative with respect to De, substituting for Ne, and solving for the
value of the diameter that minimizes the total cost, yields
[2._RCi] 1/Y(De)rain =L (1-1)
We see that for y < 2, there is no real solution, which implies that the minimum cost is a
single aperture whose diameter was previously specified. However, for 7.< 2, there is a distinct
diameter that minimizes the total system cost. As technology changes, particularly in the area of
high-speed digital signal processing, the recurring cost term in the above equation might be
expected to decrease and the optimum diameter for an array element would decrease with time.
An additional consideration is overall system reliability. A single large antenna represents a
potential single point of failure, whereas individual antennas in an array can fail with the result that
performance is gradually degraded and does not go immediately to zero. With each antenna in an
array providing a small quantized value of G/T together with the flexibility to combine any subset of
an array, a communications link could be tailored to the data rate requirements and capabilities of a
particular spacecraft. An array can be assembled of just a few elements for a near-Earth spacecraft
with a low data rate, or of all elements for a distant spacecraft in trouble. The aggregate G/T would
be determined by the combination of the most demanding link requirement and schedule loading.
However,theprospectof buildingnewantennasfor theDSNandarrayingthemon a
regular basis raises a new set of questions. Perhaps the first, and certainly the most timely, of these
questions is, Is there an optimum diameter for the elements of the array? This is the question that
this study attempts to address, but to do so requires optimization of the total system cost and
performance. One cannot replace a single large antenna with an array without first considering the
performance and cost of the electronics needed to process the outputs of array elements.
1.3 UPLINK ARRAYING
Consider two identical parabolic antennas, pointed at the same area of the sky, each
transmitting a power P, and driven by a coherent source. The far field is an interference pattern
consisting of fringes, i.e., alternating bands of constructive and destructive coherence. Where there
is destructive interference, the voltage from each antenna is completely out of phase and there is no
power. Where there is constructive interference, the voltage from each antenna adds in-phase to
produce 2 times the individual pattern voltage, or an effective power density of 4 times the
individual radiated power. Thus, if a 70-m aperture having a 20-kW uplink is synthesized using
four 35-m apertures (each has 0.25 of the gain of a 70-m), then 5-kW transmitters on each 35-m
antenna are needed plus the ability to control the phase of the uplink in order to ensure coherence in
exactly the direction we desire. If the synthesis utilized 500 3-m antennas, then a 40-W transmitter
on each of the small antennas would be required. Thus, there is no savings in the uplink power
requirement.
Superficially, the prospect of uplink arraying may appear to be economically attractive. The
cost of a transmitting amplifier is not a linear function of the power rating. At low power ratings,
amplifying elements can be radiatively cooled, thereby eliminating the circulating water systems
needed for high-power elements. This is a savings in capital investment as well as maintenance and
reliability. However, power conversion efficiency is likely to be lower for low power amplifiers,
so the total electric bill will be somewhat higher. In addition, the capital investment savings are
offset by the increased cost of the microwave components needed to protect the downlink low-noise
amplifier (LNA), which can also incur a penalty in receive system temperature, and increase the
number of small antennas needed to synthesize the receive aperture.
The technological problem in uplink arraying is phase control. The signal from each
radiating element must be in phase at the receiver. Phase differences arise due to: (1) the geometry
between radiating elements and receiver, (2) instrumental effects between transmit elements, and (3)
the propagation medium. The instrumental phase offset arises from differences in the phase delay
of separate electronic components and signal paths between radiating elements. These instrumental
effects can be minimized by using a homogeneous array of identical elements with identical signal
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pathssothatdifferencescancelto first order. It maywell bepossiblethatthesephasedelaysin the
transmitconfigurationcanbemadeverystableandcanbecalibratedasis possiblein thereceive-
only configuration,but thisremainsto bedemonstrated.
Notethatjust asin thecaseof areceive-onlyarray,maintainingcoherencebecomesmore
difficult asthedistancebetweentheantennasincreases.However,for compactarraysthe
geometricalportionof thephasedifferencecanbecalculatedwith highaccuracy,asdemonstrated
by arrayslike theVLA. Furthermore,in thereceive-onlyarraythereis thepossibilityof correcting
for phaseerrorsin realtimeby correlatingthesignalfromeachantennaagainstanotheror against
thesumof all antennasignals,i.e., self-coherence.In thetransmittingarraycase,the"correct"
instrumentalphasefor eachantennamustbeknownabsolutely(throughthetransmitelectronics)
andanothercorrectionaddedfor thefluctuatingphasechangesdueto thepropagationmediumas
derivedfrom thedownlinksignal. In thecaseof aspacecraftemergencywhenthedownlinksignal
mightbenonexistent,anydoubtatall in regardto uplinkcoherenceof thearrayedtransmitbeam
wouldsimplycompoundanalreadydifficult situation.
It couldbearguedthatthespacecraftsignalacquisitionproblemcouldbereducedor
eliminatedby designand/orstrategychanges.Forinstance,thefringesfrom thetransmitarray
couldbesweptatacontrolledrateacrossthepoint in the sky where the spacecraft it believed to be
located. In principle, the spacecraft radio could be designed to respond to an RF signal that is
amplitude modulated at the predetermined sweep rate. This necessitates close coordination with
spacecraft designers.
In summary, we see that the potential decrease in transmitter cost per antenna must be
balanced against the technological risk of maintaining uplink coherence. A very limited estimate of
the cost savings for a transmit array done here suggests that it would be small to nonexistent. The
technological risk cannot be quantified. Therefore, it was decided to limit this study to the receive-
only array.
1.4 REQUIREMENTS AND GOALS
• Synthesize a ground communications capability with a G/T ratio
equivalent up to 3 times the current DSN 70-m antenna capability.
If four 70-m antennas (the existing 70-m plus 3 new synthesized apertures) were arrayed,
they would provide 6 dB more link capability than currently exists. This additional capability could
be accomplished with 3 additional 70-m antennas, or the equivalent synthesized G/T from an array
of smaller antennas. If the DSN had 6 dB more G/T at X-band, this X-Band capability would be
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competitivewith whatis expectedto begainedby goingto Ka-bandona single70-mantenna.This
additional6-dBlink capabilitywouldservicetheGalileoS-Bandmissionandavoidtheproblems
andexpenseinvolvedin arrayingwith non-DSNantennas.With sufficientG/T ontheground,both
theDSNandfuturemissionscouldpostponeKa-banddevelopment,andtherebysavedevelopment
resources.
• Plan for a single array at Goldstone with the option of
duplicating the capability at the overseas complexes.
If the DSN were ever to build an array of small antennas, it would most likely be at
Goldstone first as a feasibility demonstration. There would be an option to duplicate the design
overseas and expand it to whatever aggregate G/T is ultimately required by future missions. In
order to constrain this design study, the following additional general requirements and goals were
adopted:
• The total cost for comparable G/T shouM be substantially
less than equivalent 70-m parabolic antennas.
It seems unlikely that the DSN will be able to garner the facilities funding to construct new
70-m paraboloid antennas. The existing 70-m network is almost 30 years old, and inevitably
maintenance costs continue to increase while the time available for spacecraft support is decreasing.
There is a reluctance by mission planners to design a mission that is critically dependent on 70-m
support. According to Brunstein [1990], a 70-m beam waveguide antenna is estimated to cost
$106M in 1990 dollars (not including electronics), which would be a difficult fit in an already
overextended NASA facilities budget. If the cost of collecting area can be reduced by a factor of 1/2
to 1/5th, then funding might be more forthcoming.
• Simultaneous S- and X-Band receive.
Since all existing deep space spacecraft are either S- or X-Band (or both), even the Pioneers
10 and 11 and Voyagers could be serviced for many years into the future.
• Listen-only (no transmit capability)for the smaller apertures, to be arrayed with a single
34-m antenna having up- and downlink capability.
Current technology makes it possible to transmit high power from a single antenna (e.g., up
to 1 megawatt). For instance, an 80-kW transmitter from a 34-m antenna in the DSN would be the
functional equivalent of a 70-m antenna with 20-kW uplink capability. This suggests a ground
configuration of a single parabolic antenna for uplink purposes in conjunction with an array of
smaller antennas that provide a much larger collecting area to receive the weak spacecraft signal.
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Thearrayis thento beviewedasasupplementto existingDSNcapabilities,notasareplacement.
Singleantennaswill continuetoprovideuplinkservicewhile thenewaperturewill providegreatly
increasedownlinkcapability.
• Sidereal tracking for all sources above 10 ° elevation.
Spacecraft that are too far away to be serviced by TDRSS will appear to move in the plane
of the sky but their angular rates are nearly that of the "fixed" stars, i.e., the sidereal rate. A 10 °
elevation limit is comparable to existing DSN antenna limits. Pointing and wind specifications were
taken directly from DSN Document 810-5 [ 1991 ].
• The synthesized aperture must be capable of operating
as independent subapertures or as a single unit.
Some future missions that are currently under discussion include multiple rovers or orbiters
around or on the Moon and Mars. A substantial payoff can be gained in reduced spacecraft cost by
keeping the communications capabilities of these rovers as simple and low-power as possible. In
order to do this, the Earth-based part of the link must be highly capable. It would be desirable to
transmit with the simplest, lowest possible power transmitter from the Martian surface. This calls
for high transmit power and large effective collecting area on Earth. An array of antennas would
provide important scheduling flexibility for this kind of scenario and provide backup capability to a
Mars orbiting relay.
• Each subaperture as well as the total aperture must be capable
of arraying with existing DSN antennas in real-time.
By operating as independent smaller apertures (i.e., roughly equivalent to a 34-m antenna),
all or part of the array can be concentrated either on a single weak source (e.g., Galileo) or assigned
independent targets.
1.5 THE APPROACH USED IN THE STUDY
"Never make forecasts, especially about the future."
- Samuel Goldwyn
The team started with a very conventional array design, estimated performance and costs,
then redesigned based on what appeared to be performance or cost drivers. Each team member
assumed primary responsibility for an area or subsystem in the following categories:
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• Antennassubsystem(TomCwik)
• RF/IFsubsystem(GeorgeResch)
• Signaldistribution(RonLogan)
• Correlator/Combiner(DaveRogstad)
• Monitor& Control(BobMiller)
• Availability& reliability(VahrazJamnejad)
In practice,theseareasweresocross-linkedthatall teammembersparticipatedin all designareas.
As thedesignprogressed,it wasnecessaryto expandtherequirementsandthefunctionalblock
diagramsin successivelevelsof detail. Thisprocesscontinuedto thepoint whereit became
possibleto modelbothperformanceandcostof eachsubsystem.
It wasrealizedearlyin thedesignprocessthattheteamwasseverelyhandicappedin regard
to estimatingcostfor theantennastructuresandit wasdecidedto tendertwo smallcontractsto
commercialantennabuildersin ordertoestablishcostestimatesfor thesesubsystems.AppendixA
is aportionof thestatementof work thatwasusedto solicit thissupportingstudy. Twocompanies
respondedandproducedbothperformanceandcostestimatesfor antennaelementsrangingfrom 3
to 35m in diameter.
In order to reduce the uncertainty of cost estimates, a ground rule of using "off-the-shelf"
technology was adopted, i.e., it was decided that the design should not depend on something that
had to be discovered or developed. The final section of this report lists those areas where additional
development of new technology has the potential to either increase performance or decrease array
cost.
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2.0 ARRAY SPECIFICATIONS
The gain of an antenna divided by its system temperature (G/T) is one of the parameters that
determines how much data can be sent over a communications link. Our goal is to determine if there
is an optimum antenna diameter that minimizes the total system cost for an array. In order to
calculate this cost we must first know how many elements are required to achieve the given level of
G/T performance. Secondly, we must recognize the bounds on performance achievable with current
technology and attempt to parameterize both performance and cost in a way that can be related to
antenna diameter. Finally, we must understand how the overall reliability and availability of an array
is related to cost and how it compares to a single large aperture.
2.1 THE NUMBER OF ANTENNAS NEEDED FOR A GIVEN G/T
The gain G, of an antenna is given in terms of its effective collecting area Ae, at an operating
wavelength )_, as
4rt (2-1)
G = --_-i--•Ae
The effective collecting area can be written as the product of the physical aperture area Ap times a
factor % that is termed the aperture efficiency, i.e., ri < 1. If we let N70 be the number of 70-m
antennas that we wish to synthesize, then for an array of smaller antennas having the equivalent G/T,
we can write:
Ca)ary N7° (G_=L-7 ¥JT0
where Lc is the average combining loss and is an expression of the fact that the output of the
individual antennas can never be combined with perfect coherence. Assuming Ne identical array
elements, having diameter De, aperture efficiency Vie, and total system temperature Te, then
2
Nerl_D_/T_ = N70(r170DTo ] TTo)]L¢
and the required number of elements in the array is
L c t,, rio ) _D_)
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(2-2)
Table2-1summarizestheperformanceof the DSN 70-m antennas at S- and X-band that will be our
benchmark.
If we take De as the independent variable, then we must specify both the performance and
cost models for rle, Te, and Lc. If we further assume that maximum tolerable arraying loss is 0.2
dB, then using the values in Table 2-1 yields two equations, one for S-band and one for X-band.
Ne(S) = 208'NT0(Te 1 -12
Ctie ) De
CXe l
Ne(X ) = 168.6-N70/--/-Z_-
TABLE 2-1: Summary
(2-3)
(2-4)
of 70-m performance specifications.
Antenna Gain (dB)
Aperture efficiency (45 ° Elev.)
Zenith System Temperature (K)
S-Band X-Band
63.3 74.2
0.75 0.69
18.5 21.0
2.2 GAIN LIMITS FOR AN ANTENNA AND ARRAY
Equation (2-1) gives the relationship between the physical collecting area and gain of an
aperture. Ruze [1952] pointed out that various mechanisms cause deviations in the reflector surface,
which result in a systematic or random phase error. These errors can be mapped into the aperture
plane and lead to a net loss of gain such that the relative gain is given by the expression
0 f (4/tOY') 2}G0:
(2-5)
where (y2 is the variance of the phase error in the aperture plane. While Eq. (2-1) predicts that the
gain of an antenna should increase as the square of the frequency, Eq. (2-5) predicts that when
(_/K)>I, the gain drops rapidly. It is straightforward to show that the gain will be a maximum at a
wavelength _,min, which is approximately equal to 13 times the rms surface error _. This point is
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knownasthegainlimit of theantenna.Notethattheconceptof gainlimit isequallyvalid for a
synthesized aperture.
The phase error in the aperture plane is composed of several components; the surface
"roughness" of the reflector(s), mechanical distortions from a strict parabolic shape, and the
atmosphere. All of these components grow as De increases but at differing rates. In general it is
easier (i.e., less expensive) to build a small antenna that has (and can keep) a very good surface
accuracy than it is to build a large antenna with comparable accuracy. However, the large number of
different technical approaches to reducing these errors makes for a complex cost estimation process.
In order to simplify this process, we have restricted this study to "off-the-shelf" antenna technology.
One of the potential disadvantages of an array is due to the fact that its physical extent is
always larger than the equivalent single antenna aperture that it synthesizes. As a result, phase errors
due to atmospheric fluctuations, which grow as the distance between individual elements increases,
can effectively gain limit the array.
2.3 SYSTEM TEMPERATURE
The performance numbers in Table 2-1 reflect large capital investments made over the years
to improve collecting area efficiency and the use of state-of-the-art in low-noise amplifier (LNA)
technology. The DSN 70-m antennas have very good gain performance at S-band and good gain
performance at X-Band. Overall G/T performance is distinguished by the exceptionally low system
noise temperatures, due to the use of traveling wave maser (TWM) amplifiers.
While TWMs have been procured from industry, they are not exactly an "off-the-shelf" item.
In general, they are custom built in-house for the DSN. Mounted on the tipping structure of an
antenna, they operate in a vacuum jacketed 4-K cryogenic environment that has a_e_ timebetween
failures (MTBF) of approximately 2000 hr. Highly skilled technicians are required to maintain the
entire package. The total cost of the entire TWM package is variously estimated to be between $400k
to $1M each. The combination of high unit cost and high maintenance requirements makes these
devices unsuited for a large array of small antennas.
An alternate LNA to the TWM is the new generation of transistor amplifiers, specifically
High Electron Mobility Transistors (or HEMTs for short). Figure 2-1 illustrates the state of this
technology in 1989. In this figure the effective noise temperature of an X-Band HEMT amplifier is
plotted against the physical temperature of the device. It can be seen that the noise temperature of the
amplifier varies almost linearly with the physical temperature. The data were fit with a straight line
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(shownasthesolid line) whichindicatesthattheamplifiernoiseimprovesattherateof 0.4Kelvin
perKelvin or 0.44in theregionwherethephysicaltemperatureis > 150K. If it werepossibleto
derivea simpleexpressionfor thecostto coolthesedevices,thearraydesigntaskwouldbe
considerablyeasier.Unfortunately,refrigeratortechnologyis notthatsimple.
Figure2-2showsHEMT amplifiernoiseperformanceversusfrequencyfor 3 common
coolingconfigurations.Thefirst is atroomtemperature,thesecondcooledto approximately-50
degC with aPeltiereffectcooler,andthethirdusingaclosed-cycleheliumrefrigeratorcapableof
loweringthedevicetemperatureto 15K. Notethatcoolinghasthemostbenefitatthehigher
frequencies.It is alsoimportantto rememberthatthistechnologyhasbeenhighlydynamicfor the
past severalyears.Like mostareasof microelectronics,therehavebeenrapid improvementsin
performanceaccompaniedbyreducedcosts.
Table2-2lists thevariousnoisecontributionsto thetotalsystemtemperaturewemightexpect
for aHEMT RF packageatbothS-andX-bands.Theatmosphericontributioncomesfrom thermal
noisegeneratedby atmosphericgasesandvariesastheamountof atmospherealongtheline-of-sight,
i.e.,asthesecantof thezenithangleZ. Thecosmicblackbodybackgroundis aconstant2.7K.
Spilloverandscatteringwill dependonantenna(e.g.,primefocus, Cassegrain,or BWG), feed,and
supportstructuredesign.
Equations(2-2)and(2-3),takentogetherwith thedatainTable2-2, indicatethattheX-band
requirementsdrive thesizeof thearray,duetothehigherestimatedsystemtemperatures.For
instance,if weassumeDe= 3m,with anefficiencyof 50%,thenby usinguncooledLNAs, wewill
need4121antennasandLNAsper70-maperturethatis synthesized.Thesensitivitiesof numberto
antennatemperatureatthetwofrequenciesare
dNe(S)_ 208"N70
dTe TIe.D2
dNe(X ) 169"N7o
dTe T1e .De 2
(2-6)
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TABLE 2-2 Range of Total System Temperature
2.3 GHz 8.4 GHz
Atmosphere (K) 2.0 sec(Z) 2.8 sec(Z)
Cosmic background 2.7 2.7
Spillover, scattering 4-8 4-8
Microwave Losses 4-12 4-16
subtotal 13-25 14-30
RECEIVER TEMPERATURE:
Room temperature (290 K) 40 95
Peltier (210K) 33 70
Cryogenic (I 5K) 3-6 8-10
TOTAL (zenith)
Room temperature 53-65 109-114
Peltier 46-58 85-98
Cryogenic (15 K) 16-25 22-38
While it may appear that a larger benefit accrues by improving the S-Band system temperature, in
reality there is no benefit if the minimum array size is dictated by X-Band requirements. Using the
above example of a 3-m antenna to synthesize one 70-m aperture then suggests that reducing the
system by just one Kelvin could save 37-38 antennas in the array.
It is clear that the higher expected system temperatures at X-Band will set the number of
elements in the array. Figure 2-3 plots Ne as a function of element diameter for the three different
zenith system temperatures, assuming an aperture efficiency of 50% for each array element at the X-
Band frequency. It is obvious that the number of elements gets very large for a small element
diameter.
2.4 RELIABILITY AND AVAILABILITY
In Equations (2-3) and (2-4), we calculated the number of array elements required to
synthesize a given G/T. However, the specification of a deep space communications link requires
knowledge of the availability of the link components, one of which is the reliability of the ground
aperture or array elements. If we were to operate an array whose size was dictated by Eq. (2-3) or
(2-4) with no link margin, we would find that increasing the array size beyond some number NMAX,
leads to the interesting conclusion that the total data return is decreased!
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In orderto clarify thisassertion,considerthefollowingsimplifiedargument.Definethe
availabilityof a systemAT to bethepercentageof timethatthesystemis operablefor scheduled
support.Thus,thedowntimerequiredfor maintenanceis notcounted.We shouldkeepin mind that
theoverallavailabilityis aproductof all subsystemavailabilities,althoughfor theremainderof this
discussion,wewill focusontheantennaavailability. ThetotaldatareturnDT,from adeepspace
missioncanbewritten in termsof thesystemavailabilityAT,andtheintegralof thedatarate
DT= ATj'DR(t ) .dt
wheretheintegralis takenover the interesting portion of the mission. Suppose that the data rate
DR(t), is adjusted to the highest level that can be supported by the total ground aperture used to
receive the signal. If we use an array on the ground of N elements, each having availability p, and
the total signal from the array is near the detection threshold, then the total data return can be written
D T =N.pN.f(t)
where f(t) is some function of time and includes all of the factors that enter into link performance
(e.g., distance, antenna gain, duration of an encounter, etc.), and pN is the availability of the entire
array. Very often the f(t) cannot be increased and the total data return can only be increased by
increasing the ground array. For instance, in a planetary encounter f(t) is limited either by the
duration of the encounter or by how much data can be stored on-board the spacecraft. Since p < 1,
we see that DT has a maximum value at the value of N given by
-1
NMAX -- log(p)
A graph of NMAX as a function of the individual array element availability p is shown in Fig.
2-4 and we see for an array whose size is greater than NMA X that the data return drops precipitously.
This result stems directly from our assumption that the data rate would be increased to take advantage
of al._Jlthe ground aperture--that is how it is done with a single antenna. In fact, use of an array
requires that we consider antenna availability in a different way than we do for a single antenna. In a
link with a single antenna, the antenna is a single point of failure. In an array, the concept of
availability must be merged with that of link margin.
Consider an array of n+m elements where n are required for successful operation as
discussed by Barlow and Heidtman [1984] and Jamnejad, Cwik, and Resch [1993]. The
availability for each element is assumed to be equal to, but independent of the availability of the other
elements. No correlation is assumed among the failure rate or timing of different elements. Then the
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probabilitythatatleastn-m elementsareoperatingsuccessfullyatanygiventimecanbecalculatedas
follows: Theprobabilitythatall theelementsareoperatingsuccessfully,aswasgivenabove,is
Po=p n
andprobabilitythatn-1 elementsareoperatingsuccessfullyis equalto:
PI = n (l-p) p n-1
sincethis is thesumof nconditionalprobabilitiesfor thecasewhenoneelementis not functioning
but therestare.Theprobabilitythatn-2 elementsareoperatingsuccessfullyis thengivenby:
P2= [n (n-1)/2] (p-1) 2p n-2
Thiscanberepeateduntil thecasewhenonly n-m elementsareoperating,for whichcasewe
have
Pn-m= C(n,m)(p-l) mp n-m
in which
C(n,m)= n! / [(n-m)! m!] (2-7)
is the number of combinations of m elements taken from a pool of n elements, and the ! sign
designates the factorial of a number.
The total probability of success for the array is then the sum of all the above cases
m
P = ]_ C(n + m,k)(1- p)k pn+m-k (2-8)
k=O
which is also a form of the cumulative Bernoulli or binomial probability distribution function. Note
that we are comparing array elements having the same overall G/T, or assuming that T is more or
less constant for the array, for the array elements of equal G, or equivalently, equal collecting
aperture. Thus, for a total collecting aperture area of A, the individual element aperture of an array
of n elements can be written as
An=A/n.
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By addingm marginalelementsof apertureAn,theincrementalincreasein thecollectingapertureis
m Anandthepercentageincreasein thecollectingareais givenas
mAn/nAn=m/n.
Therefore,in orderto makeacomparativeassessmentof thevariousarrays'performance,the
numberof marginalelementsaregivenasapercentageof theminimumrequiredarrayelements.In
Fig. 2-5,thearrayavailabilityis plottedasafunctionof thenumberof extraelementsthatare
devotedto margin. Thenumberof extraelementsisexpressedasapercentageof theminimum
numberof arrayelements,for threearraysizes,andfor afixedelementavailabilityof p = 0.9. From
theaboveconsiderations,thefollowing interestingobservationscanbemade.
• Theavailabilityof thearraycanbe increasedby increasingthenumberof marginal
elements.
• Thearrayavailabilitystartswith avaluemuchbelowtheelementavailability,but
increasesrapidlyandsurpassestheelementavailabilityfor amarginof lessthanabout30
percentor 1dB.
• Therateof increaseismuchfasterfor arrayswith a largernumberof elements,even
thoughtheavailabilitystartswith amuchsmallervalue.
• At somepointasthemarginlevelincreases,all thearrayswith adifferentnumberof
elementsreachthesameavailabilitylevel,beyondwhichagivenmarginresultsin
higheravailabilityfor largerarraysthanfor smallerarrays.
• For largerarraysthemargincanbeincreasedmoregradually,sinceeachadditional
elementconstitutesasmallerfractionof thetotalarray.For anelementavailabilityof
0.9,for example,theminimumavailabilityof a2-elementarrayis0.81,which increases
to 0.972by theadditionof oneelement,which is thesmallestincrementandconstitutes
a50%increasein thecollectingareaor a 1.76-dBmargin.In contrast,for a 10-element
arraywith thesameelementavailability,theminimumarrayavailabilityis0.349,but
by theadditionof 3elements(a30%increaseor a 1.1-dBmargin),anarrayavailability
of 0.966is achieved.
• Typically,for agivenmarginor percentageincreasein thecollectingaperture,ahigher
arrayavailabilityisachievedin arrayswith a largernumberof elements.
This demonstratesomeof theadvantagesof largearrayof smalleraperturesin comparison
with asmall(few elements)array,in termsof providinga moregracefulwayof increasingthe
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performancemargin,andconversely,amoregracefuldegradationin caseof elementfailure.
Furthermore,thefactthatfor agivenmarginor percentageincreasein thecollectingaperture,a
higherarrayavailabilityis achievedin arrayswith a largernumberof elements,canbeusedin
tradingoff elementreliability in largerarraysfor cost, whilestill maintainingthesameoverall
reliabilityasthatof anarraywith asmallernumberof elementswith higherindividualreliability.
Interestinglyenough,thesmallerelementsusedin largerarraystypicallyhaveamuchlarger
reliability thantheirlargercounterpartstobeginwith, sincetheyarelesscomplexandeasierto
maintain.
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3.0 ARRAYING CONCEPTS
Technology provides a variety of solutions to the telemetry arraying problem. We have not
attempted to determine the "optimum" solution for the DSN in this regard--that would be the subject
of a separate study. In order to simplify the cost and performance modeling, we adopt one
technique--termed full-spectrum combining, that is the most general solution for all of the various
DSN responsibilities and offers the best performance in the lowest snr (signal-to-noise ratio)
situations [Mileant and Hinedi, 1990].
The major telemetry-combining techniques are briefly outlined in order to provide context for
the choice. Some of the problems involved with full-spectrum combining are discussed, particularly
in regard to those involving small antennas. It should be noted that although the DSN does not have
experience with this technique, the radio astronomy community does. However, there are three
major differences between what drives the DSN and the radio astronomical communities in this area.
First, the DSN knows that the spacecraft of interest is a point source and there is no need to resolve
it. Second, sensitivity is at a premium and single-bit quantization is not worth the loss in sensitivity
it entails. Third, there is a continuing requirement to have the data in near real-time in order to
monitor the health and safety of the spacecraft, which implies that tape recording and mailing the data
is an unacceptable operations scenario.
3.1 ARRAYING TECHNIQUES
There are four basic signal-processing schemes that can be employed to combine the output
of separate antennas that are observing a spacecraft-type signal. These schemes have come to be
known as: (1) symbol stream combining (SSC), (2) baseband combining (BC), (3) carrier arraying
(CA), and (4) full-spectrum combining (FSC). Mileant and Hinedi [1990] have analyzed the
performance of these techniques and have discussed the complexity in regard to the reception of
spacecraft signals. Their analysis will merely be summarized here. It should be noted that the first
three of these schemes (SSC, BC, and CA) work only with a signal that has well-defined modulation
characteristics. They utilize the fact that the signal source has a unique spectral characteristic and
process accordingly. The fourth scheme (FSC), works equally well with radio sources whose
output is noiselike.
All of the arraying techniques fall in the general category of signal processing. The overall
snr is set by the capture area of the antenna and the thermal noise generated by the first amplifier. In
the current DSN signal-flow diagram, the low-noise amplifier is followed by open-loop
downconverters (2 stages) that heterodyne the portion of spectrum occupied by the spacecraft signal
to a frequency that can be easily digitized. Digital signal-processing techniques are then employed,
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andultimatelyanestimateis made of the data bits impressed on the carder at the spacecraft. The data
are then delivered to the project that operates the spacecraft. Although the front end of the signal-
flow diagram is identical for all of the arraying techniques and the ultimate goal is the same, the
details of implementation vary, and this results in very different capital investment and operations
costs. These differences make it extremely difficult to unambiguously determine the "best" arraying
technique. The general characterization of these techniques is as follows:
Symbol Stream Combining (SSC) - The block diagram is shown in Fig. 3-1. The signal from each
antenna is used to track the carder, subcarrier, and perform symbol synchronization. Once symbol
synchronization is achieved, it is a relatively straightforward matter to delay one data stream in order
to align the symbols in time. The symbols are then combined with the appropriate weights to form
an estimate of a "soft" symbol, i.e., the raw telemetry data, before the decision is made as to whether
a given bit is +1 or -1.
The two primary advantages of this technique are that combining loss is negligible and data
are transmitted to some central combining site at the symbol rate. The symbol rate is some multiple
of the data rate, which for most deep space missions is relatively modest. The rate at which data are
communicated to a central site is an important cost consideration since most deep space projects want
their data in real time. In addition, there are no stringent requirements on instrumental phase
stability.
The disadvantages of SSC stem from the requirement that a carder, subcarrier, and symbol-
tracking device must be provided for each antenna. Given that the cost per unit of complexity for
digital electronics is rapidly decreasing with time, it may well be possible to build a "receiver on a
chip" for just a few dollars, so the cost impact may be negligible. However, the performance is
another matter. The fact that all of the tracking loops must be locked implies that the combination of
signal strength and integration time puts you in the strong snr regime. For small antennas with
inherently low signal strength, the implied integration time (i.e., narrow loop bandwidths) becomes
impossibly large and the technique is impractical.
Baseband Combining (BC) - The block diagram is shown in Fig. 3-2. In BC, the signal from each
antenna is carder locked. The output of the carder loop is at a baseband frequency and consists of
the subcarrier harmonics. The baseband signal is digitized, delayed, weighted, and then combined.
The combined signal is used to achieve subcarrier lock and symbol demodulation.
In effect, the carder signal from the spacecraft is used as a phase reference so that locking to
the carder eliminates the radio-frequency phase differences between antennas imposed by the
propagation medium. The information bandwidth containing the subearrier and its harmonics is
relatively narrow and can be heterodyned to baseband. The low baseband frequency then imposes
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instrumentalstabilityrequirementsthatarerelativelyeasyto compensatefor. Thebasebandatathat
mustbetransmittedto acentralcombiningsitecontainall of thesignificantsubcarfierharmonicsand
canthereforebemoreof acostconsiderationthanSSC.
Thedisadvantageof this technique is that cartier lock is required on the signal from each
individual antenna. As the antenna diameter decreases, the carrier snr is reduced and must be
compensated for by either longer integration time or having the spacecraft increase the amount of
power in the carrier. Halving the carder snr implies four times more integration time (or equivalently
a narrower bandwidth in the phase-locked tracking loop), which is sometimes possible but cannot be
carried out indefinitely because of lack of signal stability either due to the transmitter, receiver, or
propagation medium. If the spacecraft is programmed to increase the carrier power there is less
power available for the data, and the data rate must be reduced.
Carrier Arraying (CA) - The block diagram is shown in Fig. 3-3. In carrier arraying, the individual
carder tracking loops on each array element are "coupled" in order to enhance the received carrier snr
and thereby decrease the "radio" loss due to imperfect carrier lock on a single antenna [Butman, et.
al., 1981].
In effect, all of the carder tracking devices are used to arrive at a "global" estimate of the best
carrier synchronization. Alternatively, a single large antenna can provide carrier lock information to
a number of smaller antennas. The actual combining can then be done either at an intermediate
frequency or at baseband with the attendant advantages and disadvantages of each. However,
carrier lock information must be transmitted to a central site and the global solution must be
transmitted back to each antenna. For antennas separated by a large distance the carrier lock
information must be corrected for different geometries.
Full Spectrum Combining (FSC) - The block diagram is shown in Fig. 3-4 and has been analyzed by
Rogstad [1991]. In FSC the signals from each antenna are heterodyned to baseband, sampled, and
transmitted to the combining site where they are combined. To ensure coherence, the signals must
be delayed and phase adjusted prior to combining. An estimate of the correct delay and phase is
normally accomplished by correlating the signal streams.
The primary advantage of FSC is that it can utilize the spectral characteristics of the signal
source but does not crucially depend on them, i.e., the received spectrum can be filtered if the
spectral characteristics are known, or accepted in total if the spectrum is unknown or noiselike. FSC
can be used when the carrier is too weak to track, or is not possible to track with a single antenna. In
this case, the gross relative delays and phases between antennas are determined a priori from
geometry calculations. Then the residual relative delays and phases are determined by cross-
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correlationof thesignalarrivingateachantenna.Thesedelaysandphasesareusedto correctthe
signalfrom eachantennaandthesignalsarethencombined.
Themaindisadvantagewith FSCariseswhenthesignalspectrumisunknownor noiselike.
The entire signal bandwidth must then be transmitted to the combining site. If the transmission is
analog, then the link must have high phase stability and low dispersion set by the requirement to
maintain phase coherence at the radio frequency. If the link is digital, it must have relatively large
bandwidth (assuming multibit digitization). Depending on the compactness of the array and the cost
to install fiber-optic cabling, this may not be a disadvantage.
3.2 COHERENCE
In general, the wave front of an electromagnetic signal from a distant source arrives at each
element of an array at a different time. Some fraction of the energy contained in the wave front is
captured by the collecting area of each antenna. The captured energy generates a voltage that is
amplified and guided to a point where combining takes place. This voltage, as a function of time, is
simply a phasor and the process of combining can then be thought of as an exercise in phasor
alignment.
Suppose that we use two antennas to track a radio source. If we use B_. to denote the vector
baseline between them (measured in wavelengths) and _ to denote the unit vector in the direction of
the source, then the phase difference between the signals received at these two antennas as a function
of time can be written as [Thompson, Moran, and Swenson, 1986]
@(t) = 2rib x • § + _inst + _)prop (3-1)
where the term _inst is the instrumental phase difference between the two signal paths and t_pro p is the
phase difference due to the propagation medium. If we knew #(t) exactly, it would be a relatively
straightforward matter to apply it to the signal stream so that the combined signal from both antennas
would be perfectly coherent.
Unfortunately, it is quite impossible to know _(t) exactly. Both the baseline and the source
position are measured quantities and have an associated measurement error. If these errors are small,
and we can calibrate the instrumental phase, and the propagation-medium phase difference is small,
then we can compute qS(t) and combine. This is called a priori combining. Obviously, if any of these
quantities varies without our prior knowledge, then the combining will involve some loss of signal
strength, as discussed in the next section. A priori combining places stringent limits on baseline and
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sourcepositionknowledgeaswell asinstrumentalstability. Propagationmediumerrorsare
uncontrolledandseta limit on thesizeand/oroperatingfrequencyof thearray.
Thealternativeto aprioricombiningis to estimatethephasedifferencebetweentheantennas
in realtimeandusethisestimateto correctthephaseof oneof theantennasignals.This is termed
self-coherence,andthephaseestimateis derivedby computingthecomplexcrosscorrelationof the
signals.Self-coherencereducesthesensitivityto systematicerrorsin baseline,sourceposition,
instrumentalphase,andevenfluctuationsin phasedueto thepropagationmedium.However,the
phaseestimateis ameasurementwhoseaccuracyis subjectto thelimits setby thesnr.
3.3 ARRAYING LOSS
For anarrayof Ne identicalelements,Ulvestad[1988]hasshownthattheaveragepower
from thecombineris
(P) = Ne(N e -1)V2(exp(iA(_ij))+ Ne V2
where the bracketed term is the expected phase between the ith and jth elements, and V is the voltage
amplitude from a single element. Dewey [1992] derives a similar expression for a non-
homogeneous array, but with weighting factors in the summation that are appropriate for array
elements having various values of G/T. In order to simplify the discussion, we will consider only
the case of array elements with identical G/T. For perfectly coherent combining A_i j = 0, the
exponential term in the above equation is unity and the average power becomes
(P)coh 2 2= NeV = Pmax
The ratio of summed power from the combiner to the maximum possible power is simply
(P) Ne-I r_< kl i
(3-2)
where it is assumed that the phase difference between the i and k elements is a Gaussian distributed
--2
random variable with variance aik. The effective combining loss between two identical array
elements for various values of the phase difference A t is shown in Fig. 3-5.
The combining loss Lo can then be defined as
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Lc =1 <P) (3-3)
P_
For largeN, the lossrapidlyapproaches
Lc= exp[-c$/2] for N >>1
where _ is the average phase difference between elements. Of course, the similarity of this
expression with Ruze's formula in Eq. (2-5) is no accident. Both are derived from a model of
combined phasors that suffer random Gaussian phase shifts. If the phase shifts are due to
irregularities of a parabolic surface, then the phase shift is doubled due to reflection. Figure 3-6
shows the combining loss for the array for Ne from 2 to 1000 and three different values of crq.
The implication of these calculations is that we Should seek to keep the phase difference
between array elements to less than 12 ° if we require combining loss to be less than 0.1 dB. This
amount of phase error is equivalent to 0.047)% or a physical distance of 0.6 cm at S-band and 0.17
cm at X-band. Typically, instrumentally induced phase errors are related to the temperature stability
of various electronic components and cabling, while propagation effects occur randomly. Very
often, instrumental stability problems are characterized by a diurnal phase variation. For a priori
combining this means that (a) the instrumental phase shift should be determined at the start of an
observation with precision better than 12° and (b) we cannot accumulate more than 12° of differential
phase between elements in a worst-case (i.e., a priori combining) observation time of 12 hr. (42300
sec.). This sets a differential stability requirement on the instrumentation of
A¢ 12 10-16
360.8.4- 109. 43200
which is stringent but nevertheless achievable. It must be emphasized that this requirement is for
differential stability, not absolute. For an array of identical elements, many components of the
instrumental error budget will cancel because they are common among elements. The DSN regularly
achieves a stability in its receive electronics on the order of a few parts in 10 -15 and there is evidence
[Armstrong and Scramek, 1982] that the Very Large Array (VLA) has instrumental differential
stability on the order of a few parts in 10-17. For most of the combining schemes that we will
discuss, the differential phase between array elements is estimated in real time and used to correct
and combine antenna outputs. In these schemes, the time scale over which phase stability is required
is set by the integration time necessary to obtain adequate snr for phase estimation. This integration
time is typically 1 to 100 sec, and the resulting differential phase-stability requirement stated above is
reduced by two to four orders of magnitude.
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However,asshowninEq. (3-1),instrumentaleffectsarenot theonly causeof differential
phaseerrorsbetweenelementsof anarray.As thewavefronttravelsthroughdifferentportionsof
theEarth'satmospherebeforereceptionatthevariousarrayelements,it experiencesdiffering
degreesof phaseretardationduetorefractivityfluctuationsin theatmosphere.Thestaticportionof
theatmospherecanbewell-modeledsothattheaveragephased_prop = constant, but the fluctuation
along the different ray paths leads to a dispersion cry. These fluctuations are dominated by water
vapor in the troposphere (i.e., the lower - 2 km of the atmosphere).
The calculation of ty_k due to atmospheric effects is given by Treuhafl and Lanyi [1987] who
derived the structure function of delay fluctuations for two ray paths through the atmosphere when
the ray paths are separated by a distance p (i.e., the baseline length). Figure 3-7 shows the standard
deviation of the phase difference between array elements versus their separation due to atmospheric
fluctuations for zenith ray paths. It was assumed that these fluctuations are described by
Kolmagorov turbulence, whose strength is characterized by the parameter Cn, a scale height h, and
the turbulence pattern that is transported by the wind while retaining its spatial distribution (i.e., the
"frozen-flow" model).
One interpretation of Fig. 3-7 is that it represents an ensemble average. If there were an
ensemble of antenna pairs, each with identical separations, observing a source at the zenith, and if
we measured the instantaneous phase difference between them, then the scatter in this set of phases
would be aik. Alternatively, if we had just one antenna and measured the phase as a function of
time, then the resulting time series would be characterized by 6ik. The top axis in Fig. 3-7 illustrates
the time axis assuming a wind speed of 10 m/s. In effect, it indicates that the phase of the signal as
received at a single station, integrated for the period along the x-axis, would have a standard
deviation as given along the y-axis.
The dashed line in Figure 3-7 is drawn at 12° of phase difference corresponding to
approximately 0.1 dB of gain loss. For X-band zenith observations, this suggests a distance scale of
350 m and a time scale of 35 sec. The structure function is a function of both elevation and azimuth,
and in the worst case the phase variance will increase approximately as the secant of the elevation
angle. For a minimum elevation angle of 10°, the secant represents a factor of approximately 6, the
critical linear scale becomes 145 m, and the integration scale is reduced to 15 sec. An array of fully
steerable antennas is necessarily larger than the single aperture it synthesizes. Further, the smaller
the array element is, the longer the required integration time is for a given target. Therefore, an array
will suffer more gain degradation as a function of elevation angle than the corresponding single
aperture.
In order to quantify further the atmospheric effects on an array, additional information must
be specified. We need to know the cumulative probability distribution of the turbulence parameter
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Cn and the spatial distribution of array elements. The quantity Cn can vary from day to night, season
to season, and is site-dependent. Knowledge of the probability of these variations would allow us to
calculate the average gain loss or gain-versus-elevation angle profile. The spatial distribution of
array elements is important because the quantity required in Eq. (3-2) is the average phase error, _k-
An array of Ne elements contains Ne(Ne-1)/2 independent baselines so that the computation of the
average phase error depends on the array geometry, i.e., _ik is a weighted average. The weighting
factors for the _ik are obtained from the transfer function of the array [Christiansen and Hogbom,
1985], which represents a map of all spacings contained in the array and their relative weights.
Thus, the inner spacings of a compact array are weighted more heavily that the fewer large spacings.
It should be noted that Edwards [1990] has demonstrated that this level of residual error can
be obtained on baselines as long as 20 km at X-band using a 26-m and a 34-m antenna. This
suggests that phase errors due to both instrumental and propagation effects are tolerable for
telemetry-arraying purposes.
3.4 ARRAY CALIBRATION
Whether the array is combined solely on the basis of a priori information or the elements are
self-cohering, there is a need for accurate baseline calibration. Typically, baseline calibration is done
after initial installation and repeated whenever a major component in the signal path is moved or
replaced. In the case of a priori combining there is the additional need for instrumental phase
calibration, i.e., generally it must be repeated on a time scale that is short compared to the time rate of
change of qbinst.
Phase Calibration:
The precision of a phase measurement is given by
_ = 1/snr (radians)
where snr is the signal to noise ratio.
source as
Thompson et. al. [1986] derives the snr = Rfor an unpolarized
AejAej _'_R = Ts Wsj
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whereAei is theeffectivecollectingareaof theith antenna,Tsi is thetotalsystemtemperatureof the
ith antenna;"cis the integration time (= 1/AfLF ) of the lowpass filter; Af is the intermediate frequency
bandwidth, k is Boltzmann's constant; and S is the flux density of the radio source.
An snr of 5 ensures reliable signal detection and provides a phase measurement precision of
A_ - 11 o, i.e., below the 0.1-dB loss criterion. Figure 3-8 illustrates a calculation of the minimum
integration time needed to achieve this snr-versus-antenna diameter for 2 cases. The interferometer
in both cases consists of two elements, each having Ts = 85K (e.g., Peltier cooled X-band LNA),
an IF bandwidth of 16 MHz, and a source strength of 1 Jy. In the first case, the two elements are
assumed to be equal in diameter, and in the second case, an element of diameter d is paired with an
aperture having an effective diameter of 70 m. Since the antenna diameter, system temperature, and
bandwidth are set by design specifications, the only way to increase the snr is to lengthen the
integration time, or use stronger sources.
Patniak et al. [1992] lists 800 compact sources whose positions have been measured with an
rms accuracy of 12 milliarc seconds (mas) at X-band for the declination range 75 ° < 5 < 35 °. Figure
3-9 shows this data extrapolated to the solid angle of the celestial sphere observable from Goldstone
(e.g., within a 24-hr period). It also shows the number of sources one can expect to find that have a
strength greater than the value listed along the x-axis of the graph. Thus, we would expect to find
approximately 167 radio sources having S > 1 Jy, 49 with S > 2 Jy, etc. A similar catalog is not
readily available for S-band, however it should be noted that most of the sources in the X-band list
are likely to be stronger at S-band.
The positional accuracy of these sources is more than sufficient for phase calibration. For a
square array the largest baseline components are approximately 2 km or 6 x 106 wavelengths at X-
band. The maximum systematic error in phase due to a 12-mas error in source position is less than
1.2 ° at X-band and less than 0.3 ° at S-band. We conclude that positional accuracy of the calibration
sources is not a major factor in calibrating the instrumental phase.
However, the observation must be made with enough snr to provide a phase error < 10 ° and
it would be preferable for the radio source used for calibration to be close to the source of interest to
minimize array motion.
Baseline Calibration:
In practice, conventional surveying measurements cannot measure the vector baseline Bz
with the accuracy required for a priori tracking of delay and phase. Instead, interferometric
observations are used to derive a self-consistent set of baseline estimates. If we were to observe 4
sources having known positions, then in principle we could solve the resulting 4 simultaneous
equations resulting from Eq. (3-1) for the baseline components X, Y, Z, and the instrumental phase
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offset_inst, assuming that t_inst is constant for the time it takes to make the 4 measurements. The
error in the phase measurement is typically used to weight the data in a least-squares fitting
procedure.
A high-quality baseline determination has two requirements: (1) observations along each
baseline component, as much as possible, in order to minimize the geometric dilution of precision
and (2) high-precision (i.e., large snr) phase data. In order to achieve the first goal, we can adopt a
strategy of observing multiple sources at very different positions in the sky. Achievement of the
second goal is limited by the snr considerations discussed previously. The initial calibration of the
array might take many days of observing spaced over weeks in order to get good source geometry
and to understand the instrumental phase stability.
Conclusions:
Summarizing the above considerations leads to the conclusion that an array of small antennas
(i.e., De < 10 m), in which the elements are individually correlated, is impractical. The lack of
strong radio sources implies impossibly long integration times to obtain sufficient snr for either
instrumental phase calibration or baseline calibration. However, an array in which each element is
correlated against the sum of all other elements appears to be quite feasible. A somewhat similar
scheme was demonstrated in software at the VLA with telemetry signals during the Voyager
encounter with Neptune, where the phases on all 351 baselines were used to solve for the 26 phase
offsets between a reference antenna and the remaining elements of the array. Total power arraying is
often done in radio astronomy experiments (e.g., using the summed VLA as one element in a VLBI
experiment).
A scheme illustrating how the feedback could be implemented in hardware will be discussed
in Section 4.5. The combined signal is fed back to be correlated against each individual element and
the autocorrelation function of the signal from that element is subtracted. An interesting but unsolved
problem is whether the process then converges to a fully coherent array and if so, how rapidly it
would converge.
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4.0 SUBSYSTEM COST MODELS
Several variations in the design were discussed during the study. Only the final version is
presented here. The high-level block diagrams are shown to illustrate the functional partitioning of
the system, the data flow, and the interfaces between subsystems. The detailed cost model for each
subsystem is then discussed.
4.1 SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAMS
Figure 4.1-1 shows the overall block diagram of the array. Each antenna is equipped with a
low-noise amplifier (LNA) that amplifies the radio frequency (RF) signal collected by the aperture.
The system temperature is usually determined by the noise contribution of this LNA, with smaller
contributions from the remaining elements of the electronics chain. There is at least one output,
possibly several (depending on number of subarrays selected), that represent the coherently
combined sum of all or some subset of array elements. This output consists of a digital data stream
that would be routed to a DSN telemetry receiver for demodulation.
The block diagram of Fig. 4.1-1 also indicates that the RF signal from the LNA directly
modulates a fiber-optic link which routes the signal to a central location. A more conventional design
would include a downconverter on each antenna containing a local oscillator (LO), intermediate
frequency (IF) amplifiers, and possibly bandpass filters. However, the diagram of Fig. 4.1-1
represents a considerable cost-and-complexity advantage. First, there is less equipment on the
antenna, a particular advantage for very small antennas. Less equipment on the antenna also means
there is less likelihood of equipment failures in the field, where repairs are more difficult and time-
consuming.
Another advantage is that only one cable is required to return the signal, whereas a
conventional approach requires a cable for the IF signal and a separate cable for a reference to phase-
lock the local oscillator. Very often, the reference signal cable must be separately stabilized with the
attendant penalty in cost and complexity. In the scheme shown here, we rely on the inherent stability
of the buried fiber-optic cable to minimize unwanted instrumental phase drifts. One of the design
aspects associated with the scheme shown in Fig. 4-1 is that 70 to 80 dB of RF gain is required to
drive the modulator of the fiber-optic link, as compared to 30 to 40 dB of gain required for a more
conventional scheme that would have a downconverter at each antenna.
Once the analog fiber-optic signals are brought to a central location, they are demodulated,
and the resulting RF signal must be heterodyned with a coherent LO to some intermediate frequency.
Design of the fixed LO distribution subsystem is simplified because of the proximity of all the
signals. Also, thermal control, the main culprit of unwanted phase drifts, is less of a problem than
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with theconventionaldesign.If all mixersandIF amplifierssharethesameenvironmentandhave
similarphase-versus-temperaturecharacteristics,thentemperatureffectstendto cancelin the
commonmode.
TheheterodyneoperationtranslatestheRFbands2.0- 2.3GHz and8.1- 8.5GHzto anIF
centerfrequencyof 300MHz. Thesignalis amplifiedagainatIF andpassedto theCorrelator
subsystemwhereit is downconvertedto basebandusingatunableLO andfilteredto limit the
bandwidthto approximately16MHz. Thecorrelatoradjuststhedelayusinganapriori modelof the
geometryandthenperformsacomplexcross-correlationto find thephaseshiftbetweentheith
elementandtherestof thearray.Thisphaseis thenusedtocounter-rotatethephaseof thesignal
from theith elementsothatall elementsarein-phase.Eachsignalis thenpassedto thecombiner,
which addsthemwith theappropriateweightingfactorin groupscorrespondingto thesubarray
specification.
Eachantennais assumedto haveits ownpointingcomputerthatunderstandsthedirectivesto
TRACK, SLEW,etc. Operationof thearrayiscoordinatedby theMonitor andControlsubsystem,
which presentsa"familiar" interfaceto theSignalProcessingCenter.In effect,thearraywould
appearasoneor moreantennasin a link, or thesubarrayscouldbepresentin differentlinks,and
accepthesamesetof commandsandschedulinginformationthatis currentlyusedin thestation
Monitor andControl.
Theoutputof thearrayconsistsof oneormore(dependingon thespecifiednumberof
subarrays)datalinesthataredigitalbutcouldbeconvertedto analog.As digital signals,anew
interfaceto theBlockV receiverwouldberequired,but thecosthasnotbeenestimatedin this study.
4.2 ANTENNA COSTMODEL
Theantennasystemis anobviousandmajorcomponentin theoverallarraycostmodel. As
will bedetailed,theantennasystemwill bedividedintosubsystemsthatincludeall mechanicaland
structuralcomponents,thefoundation,andmicrowaveoptics(includingthefeedsystem),but does
not includeanyelectronicpackages.To simplifythecost-estimationprocesswithin a limitedtime
andbudget,off-the-shelftechnologywasusedfor eachsubsystem.It wasdecidedto contractto two
companies pecializingin antenna-groundstationdesignandfabricationsothatdetailedantenna
subsystemcostscouldbesuppliedandtheestimatedcostswouldnotbespeculative.Thesetwo
companiesareTIW Systems,Inc.,Sunnyvale,CA (TIW), andScientificAtlanta,Inc.,Atlanta,GA
(SA).Thetwo companieshavepreviouslysuppliedJPLwith antennasystems,andthereforethey
arefamiliarwith thespecificrequirementsandproceduresof theDSN. Thespecifictasksthatthe
contractorswereto completeareasfollows:
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• For eightdiametersrangingfrom 3to 35meters,productiontechniqueswill be investigatedand
apreferreddesignfor eachantennasubsystemwill bespecified.
• Thedesignwill includespecifyingantennaoptics for each antenna size based on cost,
manufacturability, and performance.
• Each subsystem will be further divided into nonrecurring and recurring costs.
Because of the large number of antennas that could be fabricated (especially at the smaller
diameters), it is expected that an economy of scale will be encountered. This cost study should
outline breakpoints in production where costs drop for a given diameter as more antennas are
fabricated.
To assist in the probabilistic determination of the number of antennas needed to maintain a
prescribed G/T margin, the cost estimates should outline antenna components which critically
affect reliability, and detail the costs of critical components as a function of reliability.
Due to the limited time and budget of the contracts, the last three items were not examined in
great detail. The costs in this section therefore do not reflect any reductions that may be gained by
mass production of antenna systems specifically designed for this DSN array application. It is also
noted that Scientific Atlanta has supplied antennas ranging from 2-21 m and presently manufactures
antennas ranging in size from 3-18 m. TIW has supplied antennas ranging from 9-34 m.
4.2.1 ANTENNA SPECIFICATIONS
As outlined in Section 2.1, the number of antennas needed to synthesize the G/I" of a 70-m
aperture with an array is a function of the array element diameter and the system noise temperature.
Since three LNA configurations were modeled, each having a different system noise temperature,
there is a large spread in the number of antennas required. Shown in Table 4.2-1 is the range of the
number of antennas needed for each of the _ diameters specified to the contractors. The column
of minimum units corresponds to cooled amplifiers and enough antenna elements to comprise one
station, while the maximum number of units corresponds to uncooled amplifiers and enough
elements to comprise three stations. This range was specified to allow for economies of scale in
production methods to surface, and for a complete parameterization of the antenna-amplifier system,
based on system noise temperature and antenna diameter.
Common sense dictates that an array of inexpensive 3-m antennas using expensive cooled
amplifiers, as well as expensive 35-m antennas using inexpensive uncooled amplifiers, should
produce extremes in the cost model. These extremes would be expected to bound the cost model.
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NotethatthenumbersinTable4.2-1werecalculatedon the assumption of perfect efficiency and are
therefore slightly smaller than what would be calculated by using the equations in Section 2.
However, they are sufficient to set the manufacturing scale for the contractors who supplied the
detailed cost estimates.
Table 4.2-1. Minimum and Maximum Antenna Elements.
Units
Diameter (m) Minimum
3 545 27,000
5 196 10,000
10 49 2,500
15 22 1,100
20 12 615
25 8 394
30 5 274
35 4 201
Maximum
The antenna optics are broken into two regimes. For small-diameter antennas, a frequency-
selective subreflector is used to separate S-band--arranged as a prime focus system--from X-band,
which is arranged in a Cassegrain system. For larger diameter antennas, both bands operate in a
Cassegrain system, with the bands separated by either a dual-frequency (concentric) feed or a
frequency-selective surface (FSS) diplexor. It was expected that the break would occur in the range
of 10 - 20-m antenna diameters. This breakpoint option and frequency-combining method were left
to the contractor. T1W arrived at designs which used prime-focus S-band designs, including an FSS
subreflector for diameters up to and including 10 m and Cassegrain configurations with a dual-
frequency feed for diameters of 15 m and larger. SA arrived at similar designs but with a breakpoint
where the dual-frequency feed is used for diameters greater than 21 m.
To gain a better understanding of the antenna-system cost model, the antenna was broken
into eight subsystems described as follows:
• Antenna Support Structure: The designs for all antenna sizes were conventional elevation-over-
azimuth configurations. Due to the range of antenna sizes considered, modifications based on
production, shipping, and assembly were made to arrive at a final design.
• Main Reflector Surface: Again, based on antenna diameter, different panel-production methods
were used in the final design.
• Axis Drive: Includes actuators, drive gearboxes, and bearings.
• Position Control: Includes encoders, motors, cabling and controls.
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• FeedSystem,includingFSS:As notedabove,differentfeedsystemswereusedatthediameter
breakpointsspecifiedby thecontractor.
• Foundation:No below-groundenclosurewassupplied.
• PowerSupply:Includesdistributiononsite.
• Shipping,InstallationandTesting:Differentstrategiesfor installationandtestingwereused,
basedonantennadiameter.
Summariesof thedesigns,aswell asthecostinformation,arecontainedin final reportssuppliedby
thecontractors.
4.2.2 PERFORMANCEREQUIREMENTS
Theperformancerequirementspecifiedto thecontractorsarethosecontainedin DSN
Document810-5,Volume1:ExistingDSNCapabilities[ 1991]. Thenecessaryspecificationsfor
this studyarelistedin Table4.2-2.
4.2.3 THE ANTENNA COSTMODEL
Traditionally,antennacostmodelshavefollowedapowerlaw
C=a+[3.De Y (4.3-1)
wherec_representsaconstantfixedcost,13is aconstant,andDe is thedishdiameter.Theexponent
7 is thecritical parameterin thecostmodel,whichdrivescostsastheantennasizeincreases.This
parameterhasbeenpreviouslyestimatedbyexaminingcostsof existingantennasandfitting the
abovepowerlaw to thedata. Oneearlyestimate[Potter,Merrick andLudwig, 1965]gave7 as2.78,
andthis numberhasbeenwidelyquoted.
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TABLE 4.2-2. Antenna Element Specifications.
Parameter
Operating Frequency
Axis Coverage:
Elevation
Azimuth
Reflector Surface
Environments:
Precision Operation:
Wind
Rain
Temperature
Normal Operation:
Wind
Rain
Temperature
Survival:
Wind
Seismic
Hail
Temperature
Drive-to-Stow
Maximum Tracking Rates:
Velocity
Acceleration
Maximum Slew Rates:
Velocity
Acceleration
Site Location
Soil Conditions
Axis Configuration
Pointing Accuracy:
Precision Operation
Normal Operation
Specification
From S-Band to X-Band
0 ° to 90 °
+200 °
Solid aluminum
10 mph gusting to 12 mph
2 inches per hour
0°F to 115°F
30 mph gusting to 36 mph
2 inches per hour
0°F to 115°F
100 mph (stowed)
0.3 G horizontal and 0.15 G vertical
Up to 1 inch diameter stones
-20°F to 180°F
60 mph
0.4°/sec
0.4°/sec 2
0.4°/sec
0.2°/sec 2
Australia
3,000 psf bearing capacity at 3 feet below grade
(no piles required)
Elevation over Azimuth
0.1 beamwidth
0.2 beamwidth
Surface Accuracy:
Precision Operation 0.030 inch RMS
Normal Operation 0.035 inch RMS
Concrete Foundation Minimum height (no building room required)
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The constant fixed cost o_, is taken to be the nonrecurring costs associated with engineering
design, tooling, etc., for each antenna element. As noted earlier, limitations of this study did not
allow an in-depth examination of nonrecurring costs, as well as economies of scale, which may
lower incremental costs of the antennas---especially for the smaller diameters. Shown in Table 4.2-3
are estimates of nonrecurring costs supplied by the contractors. These numbers reflect nonrecurring
costs for the total array of elements based on the minimum number of units in Table 4.2-1. The
constant tx in Eq. (4.3-1) would be the costs listed in the table prorated per element.
Table 4.2-3. Nonrecurring costs for antenna elements.
TIW SA
DIAMETER(m) NONRECURRING $ DIAMETER(m) NONRECURRING $
3 1,348,838 3 380,000
5 1,533,821 5 380,000
10 1,768,737 10 542,500
15 1,533,959 13.1 250,000
20 1,644,085 15.3 250,000
25 1,613,000 16.1 400,000
30 1,923,300 18.3 400,000
35 2,001,500 20.0 500,000
21.0 550,000
25.0 750,000
30.0 350,000
32.0 350,000
35.0 1,000,000
Figure 4.2-1 shows the recurring cost estimates from the two contractors for the antenna
elements as a function of diameter. SA supplied data for more diameters than specified because they
have existing systems or cost data at 13, 16, 18, 21 and 32 meters. The SA data are not as smooth
as the TIW-supplied cost data because of design variations at some diameters. Specifically, SA
supplies an 18-m system where the structure, foundation, and shipping, installation, and test
subsystems are optimized for cost.
Power law fits to the data are also shown on the plot. For both data sets, it is seen that the
cost increases nearly as the diameter squared, counter to higher powers previously published. It is
interesting to note that the Project Cyclops study [ 1971 ] came to the same conclusion for 25- -150-m
antennas. The fact that antenna costs scale approximately as diameter squared profoundly affects the
overall conclusions of this study.
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i4.2.3.1 ANTENNA SUBSYSTEM COSTS
Cost data for the eight antenna subsystems are presented in Figs. 4.2-2 to 4,2-9, Costs for
specific subsystems at specific antenna diameters are plotted on the charts for both contractors. The
cross and square symbols denote the points where data were supplied, and the solid and dashed lines
are fits to the data. For some components, it is clear that the SA data do not fit the power law model
well. As mentioned in the previous section, this is due to optimizations of certain diameters for cost
reduction. Table 4-2.4 summarizes the constants 13and Y for the subsystems. The line labeled
"total" refers to the best-fit for the total antenna cost of Fig. 4-2.1.
Table 4.2-4. Summary of power law coefficients for the subsystems.
SUBSYSTEM
SUPPORT
REFLECTOR
0.10
0.26
TIW
Y
2.71
2.39
/3
1.62
SA
?'
1.88
2.080.77
DRIVE 3.14 1.43 8.82 0.99
POSITIONER 12.94 0.73 12.22 0.44
FEED 10.75 1.06 0.43 1.65
FOUNDATION 0.20 2.13 0.31 1.89
POWER 2.68 0.72 0.95 0.65
SHP/INS/TST a 0.25 2.42 1.17 2.02
TOTAL 4.21 2.02 6'96 1.84
a Shipping/Installation/Testing
4.2.4 SUMMARY
For the purposes of the overall array cost model, the best-fit power law shown in Fig. 4.2-1
are sufficient to model the antenna system. The cost data (in KS) from the two contractors are
remarkably similar over the range 3-35 m, even though there are marked differences in the estimated
costs of components and the best-fitting power functions are different.
CTIW = 4. 21D2"02 , CSA = 6.96D TM
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For betterlocal fits to thedata,or for individualsubsystemcostdata,theindividualmodelsshownin
Figs.4.2-2to 4.2-9canbeused.An antennasystemcostmodelmadeupof the individual
subsystemsis then
C = CSU P -b ERE F 4- fAX 4- Cpo S 4- CFEED 4- CFOUN 4- Cpo w -4-CSI T (KS)
where the individual subsystem costs are given in the figures.
Figure 4.2-10 shows the percent of total cost for each of the eight subsystems for the TIW
and SA data: Structure; reflector; and shipping, installation, and test subsystem costs increase with
diameter size. Feed, position control, and power subsystem costs decrease, while foundation and
axis drive costs are relatively constant. For 3-m antennas, the feed and position control subsystems
contribute 57% of total cost in the TIW data and a similar percentage for nonshipping, installation,
and test costs in the SA data. These are obvious areas for cost reductions for high-quantity
production.
To extrapolate cost scaling for larger systems, the individual cost models were calculated for
diameters up to 100 m. The costs were calculated based on the individual cost models for TIW data
in Figs. 4.2-2 to 4.2-9, with power law fits made to the resulting extrapolated data. It was seen that
when a power law was fit to data up to 50 m, the cost scaled as D2.27; for fits to 70 m, the costs
scaled as D2-40; and for fits to 100 m, the costs scaled as D 2.50. As the diameter becomes large, the
total antenna cost is dominated by the component having the largest exponent. For the TIW data,
this is the support structure component and the exponent is 2.71. These costs are, of course,
extrapolations to the small antenna diameter data and are speculative. However, this is the likely
explanation why prior studies suggested exponents in the range 2.5-2.7.
4.3 RF, IF, AND LO COST MODEL
The radio frequency (RF), intermediate frequency (IF) and local oscillator (LO) subsystems
all comprise analog devices. As indicated in Fig. 4-1, each antenna is equipped with a low-noise
amplifier (LNA) that amplifies the RF signal collected by the aperture. The noise contribution of this
LNA is usually the major component of the system temperature performance. Section 2 discussed
three different LNA performance models. In this section we discuss their cost.
The block diagram of Fig. 4-1 also indicates that the RF signal from the LNA directly
modulates a fiber-optic link that routes the signal to a central location. The advantages of this
configuration were discussed in Section 4.1, and the cost will be calculated as part of the signal
distribution subsystem. One of the design aspects associated with this scheme is that 70 to 80 dB of
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RF gainis neededto drivethemodulatorof thefiber-opticlink, ascomparedto 30to 40dB of gain
neededfor amoreconventionalschemethatwouldhaveadownconverterateachantenna.Oncethe
RF signalsarebroughtto centrallocationtheymustbeheterodynedwith acoherentlocaloscillatorto
someintermediatefrequency,amplified,androutedto theCorrelatorsubsystem.
4.3.1 RF COSTMODEL
Fromthediscussionof performancein Section2,weseethatthenumberof required
antennasin thearrayisdirectlyproportionalto thesystemnoisetemperatureandthemajor
componentof thesystemnoiseiscontributedby thenoisetemperatureof thefirst RFamplifier,
exceptin thecryogenicpackage.Threeconfigurationswerediscussed:oneinwhichtheRF
amplifieroperatedat ambientemperature,andtwoconfigurationsin whichtheRFamplifierwas
cooledto aphysicaltemperaturewell belowambient.
Thereareseveraldifferentapproachesthatcanbeusedto coolelectroniccomponentsand
assembliesto temperaturesbelowtheambientenvironment.Thediscussionherewill belimited to
thosetechniquesviewedasbeingcommerciallyavailablefor coolingmicrowavetransistoramplifiers
(FETsandHEMTs). Typically,thetransistoris oneof theleast-expensivecomponentsof the
subsystem.Thecostis dominatedby thepackaging,which includesassemblyandtesting.
Storedcryogens(or coolants),suchasliquid heliumandliquid nitrogen,havebeenusedfor
manydecades.Useof liquid nitrogenusuallyoffersthelowestcostmethodof coolingequipmento
78K. Dewarssuitablefor coolingtransistoramplifierscanbepurchasedfor aslittle as$1,000and
haverefill timeintervalsrangingfrom 1dayto 1month. Liquid nitrogenischeap(lessthan$1per
liter), availablealmostanywhere,andrelativelyeasyto handle.While thecapitalinvestmentfor
storedcryogeniccoolingsystemsmaybe low, thelife-cyclecostis highdueto theneedfor proper
servicingby appropriatelytrainedanddedicatedpersonnel.TheDewarsalsopresentmounting
problemswhenlocatedon themovingportionof anantenna(notethattheseproblemscanbeavoided
in aBWG antennadesign).For thesereasons,aDewar-basedcoolingschemewasnotconsideredin
thecostmodel.
Peltiercoolersoffer asimplewayto coolequipmento temperaturesaslow as200K. The
costof aPeltiercoolingunit isexpectedto belessthan$1000. It is importantto notethatcooled
equipmentmustbepackagedin amannerthatexcludesmoistureandothercondensibles.Vacuum
insulationor otherformsof insulationandacontainerwith vacuum-tightmicrowavewindowsand
powerconnectorsareneededto thermallyisolateandprotectthecooledelectronicsfrom warm
surfacesandcontaminants.Thelow costof thePeltiercoolermaybeoffsetby packagingcoststhat
caneasilyrangefrom $5kto $20kperpackage.
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Gifford-McMahoncyclecryo-coolersareusedextensivelyfor manyapplicationsin industry
andthescientificcommunity.Thesearethemostattractivecommerciallyavailablecoolersfor
HEMTsandFETs,with operatingtemperaturesaslow as10K. Completeclosed-cyclecryogenic
refrigerator(CCR)systemsof this typeareavailableatcostsbetween$10kand$20k,dependingon
themodelselected.
Again,asin thecaseof thePeltiercooler,thecostof theCCRis asmallfractionof thecost
of thecryo-cooledLNA package.Theelectronicequipmentcost,thepackagingcost,gaslines,and
cablesneededfor antenna-mountedoperation,monitorandcontrolequipment,spareparts,
documentationandtestingcostscantotal$150kperpackage.Theprocurementof 30 to 50
HEMT/CCRsystemsmight resultin a lowerprice(perhapsomewherebetween$75kto $100kper
system).
Forthethreeconfigurationsusedin ourcostmodel,weassumeatotalRFgainof 75dB at
bothS- andX-band. Theunit costfor anuncooledconfigurationis takenas$15k,for a Peltier
cooledconfigurationas$30k,andfor theCCRconfigurationas$150k. It wasassumedthatthe
nonrecurringinvestmentneededto developandtestthesedesignsfrom acommercialsourcewould
be$200k,$400k,and$600kfor theuncooled,Peltiercooled,andCCRpackages,respectively.
4.3.2 LO AND IF COSTS
After the RF signal is routed to some central location and is demodulated from the fiber
optics, it must be heterodyned to an IF frequency of approximately 300 MHz. The bandwidth could
range from a few MHz to several hundred MHz, depending on the final requirements on the array.
Even if the array were to be used only for telemetry, the bandwidths of the IF amplifiers might be
larger than the frequency allocations for Deep Space Communications in order to reduce the
instrumental calibration problems (e.g., see Section 3.4).
In the current architecture of the DSN, the RF signal is heterodyned on each antenna using a
device called the "VLBI Downconverter." This device heterodynes four channels, two at S-band and
two at X-band, to a 300-MHz IF center frequency with 100- to 500-MHz bandwidth. Thus, each
device contains two local oscillators whose phase is locked to a 100-MHz reference signal and four
IF amplifier chains. All these electronics are enclosed in an oven that is kept at a physical
temperature higher than the ambient temperature is ever expected to reach. The box enclosing the
downconverter is approximately 0.5 m 3 in volume, weighs almost 100 kg, and costs over $150k
(i.e., $40k per channel) in single units. A large portion of the cost for this unit is due to the
packaging and stems from the requirement that the unit be located on the antenna.
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WhentheRFsignalsareall collocated,it wouldbemorecost-effectiveto generateasingle
high-powerLO signalandsplit it multipletimesto powerthemixersin individualchannels.The
mixer andIF amplifiercouldbegreatlyreducedin size,powerconsumption,andunit costby using
monolithicmicrowaveintegratedcircuit(MMIC) technology,howevertheinitial designcostwould
behigh. A detailedcostestimateof thistechnologywasnotmadeduringthestudy,wesimply
"guess-timated"anonrecurringcostto be$1.5Mandarecurringcostof $12.5kfor the
downconverterchannel,thelocaloscillator,andtheIF amplifier,plusanyadditionalcalibration
equipmenthatmightbeneeded.
4.4 SIGNAL DISTRIBUTIONCOSTMODEL
Thesignaldistributionandlayoutconsiderationspertainingto atelemetryreceivingarray
differ from thoseof largeantennaarraysusedprimarily for radioastronomy,sinceangularresolution
of targetpositionis notaprimarydesignconsideration.Forthetelemetryreceivingarmy,thedesign
goalis to maximizethegainof thearray,which increaseswith thenumberandsizeof theelementsin
thearraybut doesnotdependcriticallyon thephysicaldimensionsof thearray. Thesignal
distributionschemefor atelemetryreceivingarraymustthereforebeabalanceof several
considerations:distributionsystemstability,optimalpackingof elements,shadowingof adjacent
elements,cablelengthsandinstallationcosts,landarearequired,anddivisionof thearrayinto
subarrays.Thissectionsummarizesthefindingsof astudyundertakento determinetheoptimum
designof thedistributionsystemandlayout. Theresultsof thisstudyaremorefully documentedin
Logan [1993].
4.4.1 DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
For thearrayunderconsiderationin thisstudy,thefollowing designconstraintsareassumed:
• Thesignaldistributionlinksfrom theindividualantennaelementsto thecorrelator/combiner
musthaveadequatephasestabilityovertheintegrationtimesneededto supportsuppressed-carrier
trackingof deep-spacemissions.
• No shadowingof adjacentantennaelementsispermittedovertheentiretrackingrangeof
360° in azimuth,to 10° abovehorizontal.
• Minimum-lengthcablerunsto thecentralcorrelator/combineraredesired.
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• Thewholearrayshouldbedivisibleinto independent,identicallyshapedsubarrays,sothat
thecorrelator/combinerhardwareandsoftwarearenotsubarray-dependent.
• The least-costly cable installation method which preserves the stability of the signal should
be employed.
4.4.2 SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
All of the signals received by the individual antennas must be combined to yield a single
output of the array or subarray. Since the G/T of the individual antennas prevents them from
independently acquiring and locking to the weak spacecraft carrier signal, the correlator must
integrate the combined output of all the antennas to achieve lock. Therefore, the primary
performance requirement placed on the signal-distribution system links is to provide adequate phase
stability for the transmitted signals throughout the integration time needed by the combiner/correlator
to acquire and lock to the spacecraft carrier. The most stringent phase stability requirement is for
carrier-suppressed signals, where the necessity of Costas-loop tracking increases the required
integration time well beyond a symbol length.
For example, with the expected power levels from Galileo, calculations indicate that the
tracking-loop integration time could be as long as hundreds of seconds. During this time, the phase
of any signal input to the correlator should not drift by more than 1/10 of a cycle to avoid loss of
coherence. These two requirements of the combiner/correlator therefore determine the stability
requirements for the transmission links from the individual antennas to the combiner/correlator. In
this study, we adopt the conventional design rule of requiring the differential (input-to-output) phase
stability of each transmission link to be 10 times more stable than the transmitted signal phase-
stability requirement. Therefore, the worst-case differential phase-stability requirement for each link
is: no more than 1/100 of a cycle of phase drift (at X-band) during an integration interval. This
corresponds to a differential phase-stability requirement for each link of approximately A00/_ = 10 -14
for a 100-second averaging time, and A_/qb = 10-15 for a 1000-second averaging time. However, it
can be shown [Logan and Maleki, 1994] that uncorrelated phase fluctuations of individual elements
in an array are mitigated by a factor of N in the combined output. Therefore, this relaxes the phase
stability required of an individual element by N.
Typically, temperature effects along and between cables are the largest source of differential
phase changes. A 1-km cable length contains approximately 3 x 104 X-band wavelengths. If we
assume a coefficient of thermal expansion of 10- 5 parts per Kelvin, then the cables would have to be
maintained within 30 mK during an integration interval in order to ensure no more than 0.01 cycle of
phase drift. This level of stability has been observed at the Goldstone site at a depth of 1.5 m by
Calhoun, Kuhnle, and Law [1993].
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Thisstabilityrequirementappliesnotonlythetransmissionmedium(i.e.,coaxialcable,
waveguide,or opticalfiber),butalsoto theentiredownlinkelectronicschainfromantennaand
subreflectorto thecombiner/correlator,includingthelow-noiseamplifier(LNA), RF-IF
downconverter,digitizer,etc. Thechoiceof downlinkarchitectureinfluencesthetypeof
transmissionmediumemployed,sothetransmissionsystemanddownlinkelectronicsconfiguration
areintimatelyrelated.Recentadvancesin fiber-opticanalogsignaltransmissionallownovel
architectureto beemployedwhichenhancedownlinkstabilityandreducecosts,asdiscussedby
Logan,Lutes,andMaleki [1990]andLoganandLutes[1992].
Fourarchitectureswereconsideredfor thesignal-processinganddistributionsystem:
(1)ConventionalRF-IF downconverterat antennafront-end,with coaxialcablesusedfor LO andIF
distribution.
(2) ConventionalRF-IF downconverterat antennafront-end,with analogfiber-opticlinks usedfor
theLO andIF distribution.
(3) RF-IF downconverter,digitization,andtime-taggingat theantennafront-end,with analogfiber-
optic link usedfor LO distributionanddigital fiber-opticlinks usedfor sampledIF distribution.
(4) Transmissionof theS- andX-bandLNA outputsusinganalogfiber-opticlinks from antenna
front-end.ConventionalRF-IF downconverteranddigitizercollocatedwith thecombiner/correlator.
NoLO distributionto theantennafront-endis required.
Thefourthoption,RFfiber-optictransmission,wasselectedasthemoststableand
economicalsolution. The block diagram for this configuration is illustrated in Fig. 4.4-1. Analysis
and demonstration at DSS 13 of this capability was documented by Yao, Lutes, Logan, and Maleki
[1994].
Direct transmission of the RF output from the LNA over an analog fiber-optic link would
probably provide the most direct method for meeting the stability requirements of any other option.
A detailed design would likely utilize fiber-optic cable with a very low coefficient of thermal
expansion for above-ground routes and buried single-mode fiber for the long routes between
antennas and the control point. Burial at a depth of a meter would ensure differential thermal effects
at the milli-Kelvin level or less. The direct transmission method also offers the attractive advantage
of locating much of the downconverter chain in a well-controlled, centrally located environment in
close proximity to the correlator and combiner hardware and the frequency standard. This improves
the maintainability of the array and reduces the complexity and environmental control requirements
for the front-end areas of the individual antennas. In fact, it is doubtful whether the 0.01 cycle of
phase drift could be met if the downconverters were located on the antennas.
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4.4.3 ARRAY LAYOUT AND CABLEROUTING
Theconsiderationsfor thelayoutof atelemetry-receivingarrayaredifferentthanfor an
astronomicalarray. Thetelemetryarrayunderdiscussionshouldachieveamaximumgain-to-noise
temperatureratio (G/T) ataminimumcost. SinceG/Tdoesnotdependsensitivelyon thearray
layout,but thelengthof thecablesin thesignal-distributionsystemincreaseswith theinterelement
spacing,it is desirableto utilizethatlayoutschemewhichprovidesfor the lowest-costcabling
solution. Theseconsiderationswerediscussedin Section4.2.1
To avoidshadowingof adjacentantennaelements,eachantennamustoccupynonoverlapping
circularareasAeff of diameterDeft = De/sinct+ Doff, whereDe is thediameterof anindividual
antennaelement,tx is the minimum tracking elevation angle above horizontal, and Doff depends on
the antenna mount design, as shown in Fig. 4.4-2. If the elements are arranged in a simple square
or nearly square grid, we know from the discussion in Section 2 that the number of elements needed
is a function of (De) -2. Since the number of elements along one side of the square is approximately
_/-N-_-e , and the length of the side is (Ne-1)Deff, we see that the size of the array is practically
independent of the element diameter. Instead, it depends on the constants in Eq. (2-2) and the
minimum elevation angle. If we wanted to synthesize a single 70-m antenna with an array of four
35-m antennas having the same system temperature as the 70-m antenna, then the array would be
approximately 335 m along the side if the minimum elevation is 6 °. An array of 3-m antennas with
110-K system temperatures would be about 458 m along the side.
Although it is straightforward to estimate the signal-distribution costs for a square array, it is
not the most cost-effective geometry. The most dense packing arrangement for these circular areas is
the hexagonal-close-pack (hcp), as illustrated in Fig. 4.4-3, in which each circular element of
diameter Left is surrounded by 6 identical elements. The hcp arrangement uses 86.6% of the area
needed for a conventional square packing arrangement.
For a square array, it is obvious how to obtain identical square subarrays, but "it is a
widespread source of irritation that hexagons put together do not quite make up a bigger hexagon"
[Mandelbrot, 1977], i.e., it is not possible to construct identical hexagonal subarrays from the
single-antenna hexagonal unit cells. However, a fractal geometrical construction, the Gosper
snowflake [Gardner, 1976] retains the hcp arrangement while providing identical perfectly
interlocking subarrays.
In Fig. 4.4-3, the sex_en elements arranged in hcp configuration represent a "first-order"
Gosper snowflake. Higher-order Gosper snowflakes are obtained by recursive tiling of lower-order
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snowflakes.Figure4.4-4 illustratesasecond-orderGospersnowflake,which iscomprisedof seven
perfectlyinterlockingfirst-ordersnowflakes.Likewise,sevensecond-orderGospersnowflakescan
interlockperfectlyto form athird-orderGospersnowflake,asin Fig. 4.4-5. Second-order,third-
order,andhigher-orderGospersnowflakesretainthissameshape.This"self-similarity"onall
scalesis abasiccharacteristicof fractalobjects.
TheGospersnowflakeconfigurationalsoprovidesfor thepossibilityof nonoverlapping
cablingto acentrallocation,sothatall cablesmaybeinstalledviadirectburialwith acableplow, as
illustratedin Fig. 4.4-6for thethird-ordersnowflake.A detailedcomparisonof thecablelengths
requiredfor theGospersnowflakeandfor aconventionalsquarearray[Logan,1993]indicatedthat
theGospersnowflakelayoutis moreeconomicalthanasquarearray.Also, thecablelengthsin the
Gospersnowflakearenaturallyequalized,whichplaceslessburdenonthecorrelatorto compensate
for theinevitablyunequalcablelengthsresultingfrom asquarearraylayout. Althoughthefractal
geometryfor thearraylayoutwasnotusedin thecostestimationprocess,theprecedingdiscussion
illustratesthepotentialfor costsavingsin land,cabling,andtrenching,whichshouldbeexploredif
thearrayingconceptis to bepursued.
4.4.4 COSTMODEL
Thetotalcostof thefiberopticdistributionsystemasafunctionof theantennaelement
diameterismodeledusingtermsfor eachof thecomponentsof thesystem:
CFo(D) = LcableCcable+LtrenchCtrench+NeCterm+NeCsplice+N Cconn
whereLcable is thetotallengthof fiber-opticcableneededin meters,Ccable is thecostpermeterof
thecable,Ltrenchis thetotal lengthof trenchin meters,Ctrenchis thecostpermeterfor trenching,
layingthecable,andburial,Ne is thenumberof antennaelements,Ctermis thecostof terminal
equipmentfor asingleantenna,Cspliceis thecostof splicesfor eachantenna,andCconnis thecost
of connectorsfor eachantenna.Eachof thesetermswill betreatedseparatelybelow.
Trenches
For the purposes of this model, we assume that the antennas are laid out in a regular square
grid pattern, separated by distance Lmi n = De/sin oq where De is the diameter of the antennas, and o_
is the minimum elevation angle to be tracked above the horizon. The grid will have sides of length
Lside = (Ne 1/2 - 1)Lmi n. Assume further that trenches are to be dug to route the cables, in a
fashion similar to the Project Cyclops study [1971]. A central trench runs the length of the array
vertically through the center, and horizontal trenches are dug for each row. There will be Ne 112 -I- 1
trenches, each of length Ne 1/2 Lmi n. The total trench length is thus Ltrench = (Ne + Ne 1/2) Lmin.
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Thecablescanbelaid in thetrenchandburiedatauniformdepth.Recently,apricequoteof
$180/meterwasobtainedfor aDSNjob betweenDSS16andG-86for trenchingandinstallationof
two conduitswith pull cables.We will usethisnumberfor thefollowing estimates.It is
emphasizedthatthepowercablesfor theantennascanbelaid in thesametrenchwith theopticalfiber
cables,sincethefiber is immunetoelectromagneticinterference.
Cable Costs
It appears that the total length of cable required to run individual cables in the trenches from
each antenna to the center of this square array can be approximated by Lcabl e = Ne3/2/2 Lmi n. This
expression holds better for large Ne (> 50), but will be used for the purposes of this first-order
estimate. The cost of single-mode fiber-optic cable for a recent DSN job was found to be
$0.23/fiber-meter. This is a relatively high price, probably because this was only a 4-fiber cable,
and so is a conservative estimate. It is assumed that the cost of adding a few multimode fibers to the
cable is negligible.
Cost of Terminal Equipment
Assuming no quantity discounts, the costs of the terminal equipment for a directly modulated
semiconductor-laser system for both S- and X-band are dominated by the cost of the transmitters.
Two scenarios are considered: (1) a "conventional" LO/IF system, in which a frequency reference is
distributed to each antenna on one fiber, the signal is downconverted, and the IFs are sent back on
separate fibers at 300 MHz, and (2) an "advanced" system, in which the RF signals are transmitted
directly on fiber from the antennas to the control room at S- and X-band on separate fiber-optic links.
It should be noted that the second scenario is conservative, and it is quite likely that both S-, and X-
band signals could be transmitted on the same link.
Splices
Each cable must be stripped at both ends, and connectors spliced onto the cables at a breakout
box. The cost of the breakout box is included in the terminal equipment "raise HAV" amount.
Assume that the cost to strip a cable is Cstri p = $12.50, based on 15 minutes of labor at $50.00/hr,
and the cost to splice single-mode and multimode fiber is about $1/fiber, if ribbon-type cable is used.
S single-mode fibers will be used for the RF signals and M multimode fibers will be used for
monitor and control, per antenna. Thus, we have the following costs per antenna for stripping and
splicing:
2 Cstri p + 2 (S + M) Csplice
Connectors
Connectors must be spliced to the ends of the fiber for connection to the terminal equipment
at the breakout boxes. For each antenna, the costs are
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2 SCsm_conn+ 2 M Cmm-conn
where the cost of a high-quality, low-reflection single-mode connector pigtail is Csm_conn = $60.00
(based on the cost of a patch cord, cut in half to provide two pigtails with connectors). Multimode
connector cost is substantially less, Cmm_conn = $6.00.
Option 1: LO/IF System, one transmitter shared among 4 antennas for frequency distribution.
Assumed N__QOquantity discounts.
COMPONENT QUANTITY COST (kS)
FO Transmitter (Ortel CATV) 2.25 31.5
Optical Isolators 2.25 4.5
FO Receiver (Ortel CATV) 3 18
FO 1 x 4 Splitter .25 .1
Misc. H/W 5
Assembly & Test 4
TOTAL FO terminal equipment cost per antenna: Cterm_LO = $ 63.1 k
Option 2: RF S- and X-band System. Assumed N__QOquantity discounts.
COMPONI_NT QUANTITY COST (kS)
FO Transmitter (Ortel DFB) 2 30
Optical Isolators 2 4
FO Receiver (Ortel) 2 6
S- X-band RF Preamp 2 4
Misc. H/W 5
Assembly & Test 4
TOTAL FO terminal equipment cost per antenna: Cterm_RF = $53k
The total cost of the fiber-optic system for the square array can now be written as:
CFo(D) = (Ne3/2/2)(De/sin 00SCcable + (Ne+Nel/2)(De/sin o0Ctrench
+Ne {Cterm +2Cstrip +2(S+M)Csplice +2S Csm_conn +2MCmm_conn } (4.4-1)
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4.4.5 CONCLUSIONS
Thelayoutandcablingproblemsof a large deep-space telemetry-receiving antenna array were
investigated. Transmission of the RF signals from the antenna front-end areas using fiber-optic links
offers the best phase stability and simplifies the front-end area, compared to other methods of signal
distribution. It is concluded that the antenna elements should be arranged in the hexagonal-close-pack
configuration, and that the subarrays should have the shape of a Gosper snowflake. This
arrangement provides the most dense packing without shadowing, so it requires the least amount of
land and the shortest cable runs. Also, the Gosper snowflake provides perfectly interlocking,
identically shaped subarrays, and enables a cabling scheme that does not require any crossing of
cable trenches. This greatly simplifies construction, since all cables may be installed with a tractor-
pulled cable plow at a uniform depth.
4.5 CORRELATOR AND COMBINER COST MODEL
Normally, as a spacecraft travels farther away from Earth and the telemetry signal-to-noise
ratio (snr) gets poorer, two system-parameter trade-offs come into play. First, the telemetry
modulation index is usually increased so more transmitter power is moved from the carrier into the
telemetry signal, thereby improving telemetry snr. This, of course, may result in a carder signal that
is significantly harder to acquire and track. The limit for this trade-off is full modulation where no
carrier is present. In this case, the carrier signal must be acquired and tracked using a less-than-
optimal Costas phase-lock-loop technique.
The second trade-off that comes into play is the reduction of the rate at which telemetry data
are transmitted back to Earth, resulting in an improved snr per telemetry bit. This has the unfortunate
consequence of also reducing the total amount of data that can be returned during the critical
encounter-phase of a mission (e.g., the Galileo S-band mission). Although other combining
schemes are possible, the full-spectrum combining scheme appears to be the most general in that it
can operate in the lowest snr conditions and would work with natural radio sources as well as the
modulated signals from spacecraft. For these reasons it was selected as the combining scheme to be
costed in this design study.
4.5.1 CALIBRATION
For any large system to function consistently, continual self checking and calibration are
required. For arraying of many small antennas, the most important and sensitive calibration will be
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therelativephasebetweenthevarioussignalpaths.Alongwith therelativedelaybetweensignal
paths,therelativephasemustbedriventozerobeforethevarioussignalscanbeaddedcoherently.
Normally,considerable ffortsare made to maintain good phase stability within the cost limitations
of the budget. Calibration can then be done infrequently (e.g., once a day or before and after a
pass). An even better approach, however, is to self-calibrate by using the source being observed,
provided that it has the right characteristics and is strong enough.
For the application under consideration, the source is normally a spacecraft telemetry signal
consisting of a carder signal upon which a subcarder and/or telemetry symbols have been impressed.
If a carder is present, it provides a nice CW signal for calibration. If suppressed carrier modulation
is used, then "squaring" of the signal must be performed before a CW is available for use.
Unfortunately, when signal reception is accomplished through the use of many small apertures, the
signal strength for either of these approaches is weak, at best. If the carder cannot be directly
tracked, cross-correlation offers some advantages.
4.5.2 CORRELATION
A key processing component in the full-spectrum combining technique is cross-correlation.
As seen in the overall block diagram of Fig. 3-4, the correlator is the device that provides the
measurement and control of delay and phase for closing the correction loop.
The correlation process is exactly analogous to the squaring process in a Costas-loop tracking
receiver. For weak signals, there is a "squaring" (or correlation) loss due to the multiplication of
signal and noise. This must be overcome by proper filtering before correlation (hence the matched
filter shown in Fig. 3-4) and lengthy integration (narrow-loop bandwidths) after correlation. In the
single-antenna Costas-loop tracking, integration is limited by instabilities of signal phase. However,
for correlation, many of these instabilities are reduced or eliminated by common mode rejection, and
therefore longer integration time is possible.
One further step can be taken to overcome the problem of weak signals. Rather than simply
correlate the signals from each small aperture a pair at a time, improvement is obtained if each
aperture is correlated with the sum of all the others. This provides a gain of a factor of N-1 (N being
the number of small apertures) in the correlation snr. It does, however, require that the sum of the
apertures adds up coherently to start with. This can be accomplished either by calibrating ahead of
time on a strong source, or by using some "bootstrap" technique. The design presented and costed
below includes this capability to allow for the possibility of smaller apertures.
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4.5.3 DESIGN
Figure4.5-1presentsablockdiagramof afull-spectrumcorrelator/combinerto beusedin a
smallaperturearray. It is assumedthatmultipleIF signalscenteredat300MHz arrivefrom many
antennas,andthattheseneedtobedownconvertedto baseband,correctedfor delayandphase,and
finally combined.Theoutputwill be fedintoanormalreceiverto accomplishsymbolextraction.
Downconverter and Digitizer
The downconverter module shown in Fig. 4.5-2 consists of two parts: downconversion to
near baseband where an IF of 64 MHz and about 120 MHz bandwidth is digitized at 256 MS/s
(where MS/s = megasamples per second); this is followed by a second digital downconversion to 0
MHz IF, resulting in a bandwidth of +8 MHz, or 16 MS/s sample rate, both I and Q (in-phase and
quadrature-phase) components. This second downconversion is tunable over the 120 MHz in steps
of 1 MHz.
Signal Corrector
An antenna module is shown in Fig. 4.5-3. In the first half of this module is found a delay
line and a phase rotator. These are controlled by a microprocessor which calculates the settings of
these devices, based on known instrumental and geometric models for the array. To the calculated
values are added the residual delay and phase determined by the correlator.
It is expected that the model calculations should be able to provide delays accurate to a few
nanoseconds, and phases to less than a millicycle. The residuals will be probably on the order of a
microsecond in delay, and actually up to many hertz for the phase rate.
Correlator and Combiner
The correlator block in Fig. 4.5-3 consists of a matched filter that extracts the individual
harmonics of the spacecraft telemetry out of the signal, one at a time, and cross-correlates them to
obtain estimates of the delay and phase residuals. The correlation takes place between each antenna
and the sum of all antennas.
The harmonic extraction is accomplished by separate downconverters for each harmonic
followed by narrowband filters. These signals are then integrated over the length of a symbol (at
several different symbol phases to provide a crude symbol synchronization), and then correlated.
The result of this correlation is Fourier transformed over a long enough time interval to allow
extraction of the residual delay and phase with good snr, and then the loop is closed with these
residuals.
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4.5.4 COSTMODEL
Table4.5-1givesasummaryof the hardware and software components that are necessary to
accomplish the combining function, together with an estimate of their cost. The costs, as presented,
do not include the economies that will occur in buying large quantities. This savings should be
accounted for at a higher level.
4.5.5 CONCLUSIONS
Because of the potentially large number of antennas in the arrays under consideration, the
most important cost is not the nonrecurring portion, but the recurring part. Any recurring cost that
scales with the antenna number, or even more important, any part that would scale with the number
of antenna pairs, will grow to dominate the cost of a large array. This is seen clearly when we
realize that if the number of antennas is N, then the number of antenna pairs is N(N-1)/2. In
developing the present design, by correlating each antenna against the sum of the others, all
components that scale as the number of pairs have been eliminated. This feature was obtained at the
sacrifice of requiring some precalibration before these correlations produced a significant output.
However, the result is a relatively modest cost per antenna, as compared to the other system
components.
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TABLE 4.5-1: Correlator/Combiner Cost Estimation.
Recurring Costs -
Downconverter / Digitizer Chassis:
#/ant. $K $K/ant.
Downconverter Module
IF-IF D/C & Dig. 1 10.00 10.00
Digital Video D/C 1 10.00 10.00
Link 2 0.05 0.10
Controller Modules
CPU 0.125 4.00 0.50
Memory 0.125 2.00 0.25
Ethemet 0.125 2.00 0.25
Cabinet/PwrSup 0.125 8.00 1.00
Correlator / Combiner Chassis:
Antenna Module
Delay Line 2 0.10 0.20
Phase Rotator 1 0.25 0.25
Correlator 1 0.50 0.50
Module Controller 1 0.50 0.50
PC Board 1 0.20 0.20
Links 4 0.05 0.20
Combiner Module 0.00
Adder 32 0.05 1.60
PC Board 0.0625 0.15 0.01
Link 32 0.05 1.60
Controller Modules 0.00
CPU 0.0625 6.00 0.38
Memory 0.0625 3.00 0.19
Ethernet 0.0625 3.00 0.19
Cabinet/PwrSup 0.0625 8.00 0.50
Assembly and Test 0.0625 10.00 0.63
Total Recurring (per Antenna) 29.03
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TABLE 4.5-1: Correlator/Combiner
Nonrecurring Costs -
System Controller:
Workstation
Network
Engineering:
Total Nonrecurring
Cost
WY
20
Estimation
$K (FY '92 $)
134.00
(continued).
50.00
20.00
2680.00
2750.00
4.6 MONITOR AND CONTROL COST MODEL
When this circuit learns your job,
what are you going to do?
- Herbert Marshall McLuhan
A top-level design for the Monitor and Control subsystem (M&C) is presented. It is argued
that the monitor and control costs for an array depend weakly on the diameter of antenna elements.
These costs are strongly dependent on the functional complexity and the number of different interface
types, both external and internal. As the diameter of the "small" antennas increases, the decrease in
the number of antennas required reduces the monitor and control complexity. Although antennas
with larger diameters are more complex, this effect is offset by the fact that the overall system design
includes a 34-m antenna. Thus, the monitor and control cost for the array decreases as antenna size
increases.
The approach to producing a cost model for the M&C was as follows:
• Identify Constraints
• State Assumptions
• Identify Monitor and Control Functionality
• Produce a design with sufficient detail to model costs
Figure 4.6-1 shows control flow paths for tile monitor and control subsystem. These flow paths are
pertinent to the Monitor and Control function for the array, and should not be confused with the
spacecraft telecommunications data flow. Boxes with plain lines contain functions dedicated to
monitor and control. Boxes with dashed lines contain functions that are not dedicated to monitor and
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control,butwith whichmonitorandcontrolmustcommunicate.Theremainingportionof this
section details the steps that led to the monitor and control design and to the resultant cost model.
4.6.1 CONSTRAINTS
In order to minimize development costs, a constraint imposed on the entire task was to use
existing, proven standards and technologies in producing the designs and resultant cost models. For
Monitor and Control, this constraint means:
• Use Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) software wherever possible
• Vendor supplied software and hardware must be nonproprietary, open architecture, and
have a sufficient client base such that assistance, maintenance, and qualified personnel are
available
Constraints are also imposed by the DSN. The draft version of document 820-1, DSN Functional
Requirements and General Requirements and Policies, states that TCP/IP communication protocols
shall be used throughout the Network.
Document 821-18, DSN Monitor and Control System Functional Requirements and Design
[1994], prohibits an increase in the number of Complex personnel in operations as new subnets are
added. Therefore, the array must be an integral part of the DSN, and not a special case requiring
dedicated operations personnel.
4.6.2 ASSUMPTIONS
Given the rapid advances in computer-processing speed, memory size, disk space, etc., it is
assumed that computers with sufficient "horsepower" exist such that performance limitations will
not be an issue. This assumption is based on work done for the NOCC Upgrade Task. It will be
shown that the data rates for NOCC-RT are 3-5 times greater than the rates expected for the array
Monitor and Control.
Methods used in recent DSN implementations can be used for the array. Examples are:
NOCC Upgrade and RTOP 73 at DSS 13. While the exact implementations may not be replicated
for the array, it is assumed that a base software component is available for easy incorporation into the
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design.Theaveragecostof onelineof code,fully testedanddebugged,is assumedto be$58. This
mayvary somewhat,dependingon thedifficulty of thetask.
In thecostmodel,anydeviationsfrom thisassumptionarenoted. It is anticipatedthatmore
thanonecomputerwill berequired for the array. A distributed architecture is assumed. The cabling
costs to individual antennas for the purpose of monitor and control are not a part of this estimation
because it is assumed that these costs are part of the Signal Distribution subsystem.
The array interfaces to the DSCC Monitor and Control Subsystem (DMC) will resemble
those of standard microwave and antenna subsystems. To the DMC, each subarray will appear as an
individual DSS. It is assumed that the array has various "canned" antenna types (e.g., 70-m, 34-m,
26-m), and that a "pseudo-DSS" is assigned to each possible subarray. That is, given the current
task goals as stated in Section 1.4, there could be as many as:
20 26-m DSS IDs
12 34-m DSS IDs
3 70-m DSS IDs
The DMC will not assign individual antennas to a subarray. Instead, it will simply assign a
DSS to a link, and the array Monitor and Control will interpret the link assignment and configure the
equipment. The prerequisite scheduling must be done by the NSS in order to prevent conflicts.
In keeping with the philosophy of a centralized DSCC monitor and control, it is assumed that
local control of the array will be used for calibration and maintenance purposes only. This implies
that:
• DMC directives, whether from an operator or a station event list, will have overall array
control
• the array will receive and act on antenna predicts
• the array will report status to the DMC
In the realm of software and distributed architecture, there is a difficulty associated with the
handling of a single instance, e.g., the pointing of an antenna. There is an additional difficulty
associated with the handling of multiple instances, e.g., the simultaneous pointing of several
antennas. However, given proper software techniques, and within limits, the difficulty in handling
N instances is less than N times the difficulty in handling one instance, for N > 3. In other words,
controlling 10 antennas is not ten times more difficult than controlling 1 antenna.
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4.6.3 MONITOR AND CONTROLFUNCTIONALITY
Thefollowing monitorandcontrolfunctionsaredefined:
• Routing(Gateway)- In orderto meettherequirementthatthearrayis perceivedby the
DMC (andotherComplexassemblies)asasetof standardantenna/microwavecombinations,
theremustbeasinglephysicalinterfacebetweenthearrayandtheDMC.
• CommandInterpreter/EventScheduler- DirectivesarereceivedfromtheDMC; responsesto
thesedirectivesaresentto theDMC. Commandsfrom theDMC (e.g.,link assignments)
mustbetranslatedintocontrolinputsfor thearrayassemblies.Subsequenteventsare
scheduledandmonitoredfor completion.
• Facility MonitorandControl- Thestatus,configuration,andperformanceof thearray
facility (e.g.,programsethealth,LAN loads,diskutilization,programsetinitialization,etc.)
requiremonitorandcontrol.
• Controlof Combiner/Correlator- TheCombiner/Correlatorrequirescontrolof calibration,
pre-pass,pass,andpost-pass equences.Eventnoticesfrom theC/Carelogged.
• Controlof SignalDistribution- TheSignalDistributionAssemblyrequirescontrolandthe
loggingof eventnotices.
• SubarrayControl - Eachsubarrayrequirescontrolof calibration,pre-pass,pass,andpost-
passsequences.Eventnoticesfrom subarraysarelogged.
• 34-MeterAntennaControl- The34-meterantennarequiresspecificcontrolsfor the
microwave,exciter,transmitter,etc.,assemblies.Thecontrolof theseassembliesis in
conjunctionwith controlof thecalibration,pre-pass,pass,andpost-passequences.
• "Small"AntennaControl- Theindividualantennaelementsrequirecontrol(e.g.,pointing).
A communicationsmethodwith theantennasrequiresdefinition.
• DataEvaluation(InformationSynthesis)- Low-leveldatafrom theindividualantenna
elements,subarrays,andotherassembliesmustbesummarizedin orderto present
hierarchicalinformationto theoperator
• Interprocessorcommunications- A meanstocommunicatebetweentheindividual
processorsmustbedefined.
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• Availability - ThearrayMonitorandControldesignmustmeetstandardDSN availability
requirements.
• Fault Recovery - The array Monitor and Control design must be devoid of single points of
failure and must permit rapid recovery in case of a hardware malfunction.
4.6.4 FUNCTIONAL DESIGN
The functional design is presented in Fig. 4.6-1. One should view the boxed items as
program sets rather than individual computers. Given the nature of a distributed architecture, there
may be one, more than one, or perhaps all program sets, housed in a single computer. The design
presented is deliberately traditional. There may be debate with regard to implementation methods,
but the functions listed in Section 4.6-3 and the allocation to program sets and hardware that follow
are fairly standard. The individual functions assigned to each program set or hardware device are:
Gateway
• Receive and validate inbound streams from DMC
• Route monitor and control data
• Send outbound streams to DMC
• Provide FTS, TELNET capability
• Provide network services (ARP, RIP, DNS, etc.)
• Act on inputs from the Network Manager
Facility Manager
• Monitor processors and LAN using SNMP or some other COTS package
• Provide software version validation
• Handle logging functions
• Provide centralized management of files
• Act on inputs from the Command Interpreter
Command Interpreter/Event Scheduler
• Validate directives from DMC
• Translate directives from the DMC into commands for the other the array assemblies
(Correlator/Combiner, Signal Distribution Assembly, Subarray Controllers, 34-Meter
Antenna)
• Send responses to the DMC (via gateway)
Data Evaluator (Information Synthesizer)
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• Accept and process status, configuration, and performance data from all the array
assemblies in real time
• Act on inputs from the Command Interpreter
• Act on inputs from the Network Manager
• Receive predicts, standards, and limits from DMC or access from internal data
stores
• Flag parameter values which are out-of-tolerance or which do not match the
commanded configuration
• Provide summary parameters
• Send the array status to DMC (via gateway)
Subarray Controller(s)
• Act on inputs from the Command Interpreter
• Receive predicts, standards, and limits from DMC or access from internal data
stores
• Send commands to the individual antennas (Small Antenna Control)
• Receive feedback from the antennas
• Provide status to the Data Evaluator
• Act on inputs from the Network Manager
34-Meter Monitor and Control
• Act on inputs from the Command Interpreter
• Receive predicts, standards, and limits from DMC or access from internal data
stores
• Monitor and control all assemblies associated with the 34-m antenna
Utility Software
• Experience has shown that about 15% of the software falls into the "utility" category
Ethernet LAN (or Fiber Optic)
• Provide interprocessor communication
Fiber Optic
• Provide communication between the Subarray Controller(s) and the individual
antennas
Processors
• Provide necessary CPU, memory, and disk resources to execute the program sets
with sufficient margin
• Via high MTBFs and redundancy, meet the availability requirements
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4.6.5 COSTMODEL
Beforeacostmodelcanbe formed,it mustbedeterminedwhetherthefunctionaldesignis
sufficientto proceed.Giventhatthisdesignwasconstructedby apartyof one,imperfectionsare
expected.However,it will becomeevidentthatthemonitorandcontrolcostsaresoweaklycoupled
with thediameterof thesmallantennasthatevenanimperfectdesignis sufficient.
Estimatingsoftwareeffortsisnotanexactscience.A veryaccurateestimatecanbeobtained
by doingcarefulanalysisandadetaileddesign.However,sinceanalysisanddesignusually
contributeto 40%of thesoftwarecosts,investingthis levelof effort in anestimateis usuallynot
cost-effective.At theotherendof thespectrum,onecaneyeballthejob andbasethecostestimateon
experience,analogy,etc. Theapproachtakenhereis ahybridof thetwoextremes.Sufficient
analysisanddesignareperformedtopartitionthetaskintopiecesthataresmallenoughto estimate
eitherempiricallyorby analogy.
An assumption stated in Section 4.6.2 is that current computing capability is adequate to
effect the design. This assumption will be validated after examining the cost model and the
corresponding coefficients. It must also be shown that the architecture meets the availability and
fault tolerance specifications.
The cost model is as follows:
Data Routing (CDR) - Independent of the number of computers for a network this size
Facility Monitor and Control (CFAC) - Independent of the number of computers for a network this
size
External (operator or DMC) Control and Response (CoPs) -Dependent on the number of operator
directives (NoD) and the cost per directive (COD)
Command Interpreter/Event Scheduler (CcI) - Dependent on interpretation of commands from the
DMC, scheduling complexities, and responses to status as provided by the Data Evaluator
Combiner/Correlator Control (Ccc) - Dependent on the number of procedure calls (Npc) from the
Command Interpreter. The cost of each procedure call (Cpc) is dependent on the number of
parameters per procedure (Npp) and the cost per parameter (Cp). So
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Npc Npc
CCC = _ (Cpc)i = ._ (Npp)i .Cp
i
Signal Distribution Control (CsD) - Same format as Combiner/Correlator
Subarray Control (CSAR) - Same format as Combiner/Correlator
34-Meter Control (C34) - Use numbers from RTOP 73 as basis
Small Antenna Control (CA TOT) - As expected, the cost model for this item is convoluted. One
cannot produce a model based solely on the number of small antennas, because supporting twenty 3-
meter antennas is much less of a task than supporting twenty 18-meter antennas. Complexity
components which scale linearly for some antenna diameter regimes are not applicable in others. The
result is a model which is best described as piecewise continuous. There does not exist a single
analytical relation which covers the entire domain of small antenna diameters from 3 to 34 meters.
It is obvious that bigger antennas are more complex, and that the cost of supporting a single
small antenna increases with the diameter of the antenna. It was assumed that the complexity of
supporting a single small antenna increased proportionally with diameter. This term is CAC.
However, the array must support a 34-m antenna as its base station. Therefore, building 34-m
"small" antennas, or small antennas in the same class as a 34-m antenna, incurs no additional cost
with respect to the monitor and control of a single antenna. It was assumed that small antennas 18 m
in diameter and larger were of the same class as a 34-m aperture, meaning that the incremental cost to
support a single antenna of this class is zero. Also, antennas in the 9- to 18-m range were assumed
to have a fair amount of commonalty with the larger antenna class. Finally, the smaller antennas (D
< 9 m) were assumed to have some commonalty with the larger antennas. Specifically:
CAC = 0
CAC = (1.4.(D/18) -0.4).C34
CAC = (D/18).C34.0.7
(D > 18m)
(9m < D < 18m)
(D < 9m)
The next contribution to CA TOT is CNp, the cost due to the handling of N total parameters. The
number of parameters is simply the number of antennas times the number of parameters per antenna.
It is assumed, somewhat empirically, that the effort scales as the square root of the total number of
parameters. Using the same rationale as in the preceding paragraph:
CNp = Cp.(34/D).Np34.N34 (D > 18m)
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CNp = Cp.34.(18.D)-l/2.Np34 (D < 18m)
where
Cp
Np 34
N34
is the cost due to a single parameter
is the number of parameters for the 34-m antenna
is the number of 34-meter antennas for an equivalent 70-m G/T
The reason for this breakdown is as follows:
For D > 21m, the number of parameters per antenna is a constant; thus, the cost scales as the
square root of the number of antennas, or in effect, as the diameter of the small antennas.
For D < 2 lm, since the number of parameters per antenna is proportional to D, and the total
number of parameters is proportional to the number of antennas (inversely proportional to
D2), the cost effort is inversely proportional to D 1/2.
Finally, there is the cost simply due to the support of N small antennas: CNA. Again, the cost is
scaled as the square root of the level of effort, i.e., NA 1/2, which is proportional to D.
CNA = (D/34).Cin c
where Cin c is the incremental cost to support the number of 34-m antennas required to equal the
performance of a single 70-m aperture. So,
CATOT = CAC + CNp + CNA
Data Evaluation -> Information Synthesis (CDE) - Dependent on the number of processes/assemblies
being evaluated (NAs), the number of independent data items which contribute to each process
(NDI), and the cost per data item evaluated (CDI). The part of this coefficient relating to small
antennas has already been accounted for in CA TOT.
Nas
CDE = _(NDI)i 'CDI
Status, Configuration, and Performance Displays (Csc P) -Dependent on the number of assemblies
(NAS), the number of displays per assembly (NDS), and the cost per display (CDS). The part of
this coefficient relating to small antennas has already been accounted for in CA TOT.
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Nas
Csc P = ]_(NDs)i'CDs
i
Utility Software (CUT) - Estimated as approximately 15% of the direct software effort.
Computer Processor Hardware (CHW - Includes processors, disks, monitors, but not
communications interfaces nor LANs) - Dependent on the amount of the array Monitor and Control
software. The quantity of computer hardware required will be determined by comparing the amount
of software required for the array versus the amount of software which currently runs in the NOCC-
RT Sun SPARCs.
Communications Hardware (Cco M - Includes communications interfaces and LANs) - Dependent
on the number of processors which must be interconnected within the array facility.
So, the total cost of monitor and control is:
CMC = CDR + CFA C + COp S + CCI + CCC + CSD + CSA R + C34 + CA TOT
+ CDE + CSC P + CUT + CHW + CCO M
4.6.6 COST ESTIMATES
Given the cost model presented above, the costs for the array Monitor and Control are:
CDR - $208,800 (3600 LOC)
CFA C - $160,000 (3200 LOC @ $50 per LOC)
COp S - $203,000
The following directives are expected:
• Facility start-up
• Facility shutdown
• Program set init
• Program set abort
• Configure a subarray (pseudo-DSS) for a link
• Report status
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• Acceptpredicts
• Performcalibration
• Sixothermiscellaneousdirectives
soNOD= 14andCODwasestimatedat$14,500.Notethatthedirectivelist doesnot include
commandsfor the34-mantennaassemblies,e.g.,TXR, UWV, etc. This is includedin the34-m
antennaspecificcosts.
CcI - $829,400 (14,300 LOC)
A further breakdown follows:
• Interpretation of commands from DMC - 3300 LOC
• Response to status as presented by Data Evaluator -4500 LOC
• Scheduling of events - 6500 LOC
CCC - $69,600
Npp is estimated at 5
Cpc is estimated at $2,320
Cp is therefore $11,600
Npc is estimated at 6
CSD - $13,920
Npp is estimated at 3
Cpc is estimated at $2,320
Cp is therefore $6,960
Npc is estimated at 2
CSA - $111,360
Npp is estimated at 6
Cec is estimated at $2,320
Cp is therefore $13,920
Npc is estimated at 8
C34 - $870,000 (15,000 LOC)
The monitor and control effort for DSS 13 was on the order of 40,000 LOC. It is assumed that
efforts involving other 34-m antennas are similar and approximately 62% of the code can be
ported.
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CA TOT
CAC is determined from the formula presented in Section 4.E, given the estimate of C34
presented above.
CNp
Cp = $75 (approx. 1 work-hour)
Np 34 = 65 (derived by examining the current 34-m interfaces)
N34 = 4
CNA
Cin c is estimated at $20K
The estimates for the small antennas are (in $K):
D
CAC
CNp
CNA
CA TOT
3 125 7
54 90 126 162 144
93 72 61 53 46
226 136 97 76 57
373 298 284 291 247
15
9O
41
45
176
21 34
0 0
32 20
32 20
64 40
CDE -
The
$274,050 (4,725 LOC)
estimated number of parameters evaluated for each assembly is:
7 parameters from the Correlator/Combiner
2 parameters from the Signal Distribution Assembly
2 parameters from the Subarray Controller
24 parameters from the 34-m antenna
The cost per parameter (CDIE) is estimated at $3,190. There is an additional cost of $162,400
(2800 LOC) associated with providing the infrastructure necessary to support the parameter
evaluations.
Status, Configuration, and Performance Displays (CscP) -Dependent on the number of
processes/assemblies being evaluated (NAs), the number of data items per process (NDI), and the
cost per data item (CDI)
CSC P - $158,000
The number of "custom" displays per function is estimated as:
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Router 2
Scheduler 4
Correlator/Combiner 2
SubarrayControl 3
SignalDistributor 1
34-mAntenna 6
SmallAntennas 4
Hierarchical 3
25
Assuming 80 LOC per display (based on NOCC-RT), the cost is $100,000 @ $50 per LOC.
There is an additional $58,000 (lk LOC) for supporting software.
CUT - $464,000 (8,000 LOC)
CHW - $120,000
Approximately 200,000 LOC reside in the 4 different processor types associated with NOCC-RT,
i.e., on the average, each processor executes 50,000 LOC. The total estimated LOC for the array
is approximately 62,000. To meet availability and redundancy requirements, two processors,
plus a spare, are necessary. The estimated cost per processor is $40K.
Thus, the total cost ranges from $3.52M to $3.85M. For comparison, the estimated cost to
do the monitor and control for the DSCC Galileo Telemetry Subsystem is on the order of $3M. This
subsystem involves similar functions, and a like number of different assembly types, but not a large
number of small antennas.
4.6.7 DESIGN VALIDATION
Is the design adequate with respect to CPU and I/O loading? One of the benefits of a
distributed architecture is that if the software is properly designed and mated with the correct
hardware architecture, CPU and I/O overloads can be solved simply by adding more hardware; the
design is said to be "extensible." However, it will be demonstrated that the CPU and I/O loading
anticipated in this design are not expected to tax the system.
CPU intensive operations are expected when the Command Interpreter and Scheduler
receives a directive from the DMC to initiate a track. If, in the extreme case when the entire array is
configured as twenty 26-m antennas, and an average track lasts 20 minutes, such a directive occurs
on the average only once a minute. Subsequent scheduling operations involving precalibration,
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track,andpost-calmaycauseshort,intensiveCPUloads,but thesetransients,again,posenoCPU
loadingproblems.
ThemostsustainedCPUloadingis dueto theDataEvaluationoperation,thatis,the
collectingof datafrom all thearrayassembliesandthesubsequentinformationsynthesis.Suppose
that6003-mantennasarerequiredto effecta70-mG/T,thateachantennareports8 parametervalues
onceevery5 seconds,andthateachparameterequires16bits. Thisequatesto approximately
15,000bps. UsingNOCC-RTasacomparison,asingleSPARC10canprocess75kbpsand
maintaina50%CPUmargin. As onemightexpect,thisprocessalsoinvolvesthelargestI/O
component.EthernetLANscaneasilysupport4 Mbpsof primarilyunidirectionaltraffic.
4.6.8 SUMMARY
A designandcostmodelfor thearrayMonitor andControlhasbeenpresented.Thedesign
is basedoncurrent,provensoftwareandhardware.Thecostof supportinga "largenumberof little
antennas"rangesfrom 1%to 9%of thetotalmonitorandcontrolcost.
4.7 AVAILABILITY COSTMODEL
As discussedin Section2, oneaspectof performancein acommunicationslink is
availability,andlike everythingelseit comesatsomecost. In orderto makeareasonable
comparisonof thecostsfor anarrayversusasingleantenna,wemustassumecomparable
availabilityfor thetwoapertures.In Section2 it wasarguedthatthereliability or availabilityPA,of
anarrayis givenby
Ill
PA = ZC(Ne + m, k) ' (1- P) k .pN.+m-k (2-8)
k=0
where Ne is the number of array elements needed to equal the G/T of some performance standard, p
is the individual element availability, and m is the extra number of array elements that are used to
increase the array availability. If we assume that the individual element availability is the same as the
70-m antenna, then p = P70, and the above equation becomes
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m (ie+m)!
PA>-k=O .t'k.t(1-PT°)k"(PT°)N +rn-k (4.7-1)
which can be solved for m if Ne and P70 are specified.
The expressions for calculating Ne were given in Section 2.1 and a discussion of the relevant
parameters that go into the determination of P70 is given in Appendix B. Based on this discussion
we take PA = P70 = 0.992 and solve Eq. (4.7-1) for m, given some value of Ne. Note that the
value of Ne is always rounded up to the nearest whole integer. Figure 4.7-1 plots the value of m
versus Ne for the range of array sizes needed to synthesize the G/T of a 70-m antenna at X-band,
and an array availability equal to an individual element availability of 0.992.
In reality, it seems unlikely that one would construct an array with elements having thesame
availability as a single large antenna. It would seem worthwhile to investigate the cost of reliability
and determine whether the investment should be toward makingeach=_ay element more reliable or
simply buying redundant elements. In addition, redundant elements would make it possible to make
the at:ray 100% available for scheduling, which is not feasible for a single aperture.
4.8 INTEGRATION, TESTING, AND CALIBRATION
Integration, testing, and calibration was not modeled in this study but was discussed in
J
enough detail to understand that it would be an _appreciable fraction of the...............total System cost. These
activities occur at two levels, first in the field, and second at the signal-processing center (SPC),
where it is presumed that all signals are brought to a common point and where the downconverters,
local oscillators, correlator, combiner, and M&C computers are collocated.
The three items that are installed in the field are the antennas, LNAs, and the signal
distribution system. The field installation and initial testing costs for these items are contained in the
cost estimates for each subsystem respectively. Similarly, bench testing of the electronics
components located at the SPC have been budgeted in the subsystem cost estimates. Once the
individual components are in place they must be integrated and tested as a system. A list of some of
the typical tasks that would be performed at this level include:
• Measure the individual antenna system temperature.
• Develop the individual antenna pointing model.
• Measure the individual antenna gain.
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• Determinetheinstrumentalphasedelaytoeacharrayelementandits stability.
• Determineeachbaseline.
• Measurethecombinerloss.
Whenanorganizationbuildslargeantennasoccasionally,thefirst threestepson the above
list can take a large amount of humanpower. If the G/T performance is critical, as it is in the DSN,
then these tasks include not only measurement at the 0.1-K and 0.1-dB level but troubleshooting
sources of spurious performance. The effort is usually measured in work years. If the time between
building new antennas is longer than the time to test and calibrate an antenna, then the chances are
that each antenna is treated individually. The tools and techniques may be redeveloped for each
installation and the people doing the work may change, thereby diminishing the benefit of
experience.
Clearly, it would be completely unaffordable to lavish a work year of effort per antenna on an
array of 3000 elements. Equally clear is the fact that as the diameter of the array elements become
smaller, some aspects of the test and calibration task become easier, e.g., the antenna pointing
model. Construction of an array requires a far different approach to installation, calibration, and
testing. The entire process must be extensively planned to automate repetitive tasks. This requires a
substantial investment at the outset but may be recouped during the maintenance and operations
phase.
4.9 MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION COST CONSIDERATIONS
The study by Brunstein [1990], which will be used as a reference for the cost of a 70-m
antenna, did not include Maintenance and Operations (M&O). Therefore, M&O costs will not be
included in the current cost model. However, a comparison of an array versus a single large antenna
should include consideration of the life-cycle cost for each approach. Maintenance and Operations
costs consume an increasing large percentage of the life-cycle cost as the expected lifetime of the
array or single antenna is lengthened. There were no members of the Maintenance and Operations
(M&O) organization on the design team, and therefore a cost model for M&O was not attempted.
However, for the reader's convenience we summarize the salient points that were made in the LAAS
study [Haglund, 1978] in Section V, written by J. T. Hatch and F. R. Maiocco and titled "M & O
Cost Study".
From the discussion in Section 1, it will be recalled that the LAAS study compared a single
100-m class antenna to an array of 30- to 38-m class antennas. The M&O portion of the study
assumed what was termed "bent pipe" and "unattended" operation. These terms imply that the array
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elementssimplycollectelectromagneticsignalsanddeliverthearrayedsignalto aSignalProcessing
Center(SPC)for telemetryor otherprocessing.Furthermore,this is accomplishedwithouthuman
operatorsateachantennaor stationedatkeypiecesof equipmentalongthesignalpath. These
assumptionsareentirelyconsistentwith theapproachusedin thepresentstudy.
Theapproachusedin theLAAS studywasto: (1)establishamaintenancepolicy, (2) analyze
themaintenancetasksfor eachsubsystem,(3)estimateworkloadandworkforcerequirements,and
(4)estimatestart-upandannualM&O costs.Sincethearchitectureof theLAAS arraythatwas
studiedwasbasedonelementsthatcouldcompletelystandalone,theM&O costelementswerenot
completelyoverlappingwith thearrayarchitecturein thepresentstudy. For instance,theLASS
studyassumedcryogenicLNAs (i.e.,travelingwavemaseramplifierswith 4-K cryogenics),a
transmitter,exciter,andFTSsubsystemoneachantenna.Nevertheless,suchothercostelementsas
documentation,training,systemperformancetesting,supportservices,andthespectrumof common
subsystemswouldbeapplicableto bothstudies.
TheLAAS studyalsomadeanumberof assumptionsthatappearconsistentwith thepresent
study. Theseinclude:
• Major maintenance activities are scheduled as required and do not count as unscheduled outages for
availability assessment.
• No time is spent on each array element repairing the LNA, the receiver, or the drive, other than that
time required to remove and replace faulty equipment.
• All refurbishment, etc., is done at a maintenance facility after the operational spare is installed.
• Multiple apertures will permit improved utilization of workforce to perform scheduled preventive
maintenance (PM).
• Operational reliability to be at least as good as the existing reliability if not better. All estimates to
be based on DR data.
• Complex Maintenance and Integration (M&I) Team -
• Centrally located.
• Central repository for tools and spares.
• Performs all PM, corrective maintenance (CM), engineering change order (ECO)
implementations, and new equipment installations.
• Array configuration -
• Maintenance crew scheduled 40 hr./wk (8 am - 5 pm local time).
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• CM to beaccomplishedonnextavailabledayshift.
• PM tobeaccomplishedona scheduledbasis.
• Oneor two arrayelementswill beavailableto maintenancecrewfor PM that
cannotnormallybeaccomplishedwhile tracking.
• Paintingtobeperformedto keeptheantennasaestheticallyattractive.
TheLAAS studyalsoincludedtwoassumptionsthatdo not seemconsistentwith the
presentstudy:
• Systemdocumentation,initial operationalspares,and180-dayconsumableswill besuppliedby
engineering.
• Maintenancewill beperformedsuchthatattheendof 30years,thearraywill in generalbeready
for thenext30years.
In thefirst case,thepresentstudyhasnotestimatedsparesor consumables,noradoptedaconsistent
philosophyin regardto the levelof documentation.Thesecondcaseappearsatoddswith the
underlyingthesisof thisstudy--thatchangingtechnologydrivesdowntheoptimumdiameterof the
arrayelement.Thediscrepancyboilsdownto anextrapolationor "guess-timate"asto how fast
technologyis likely to changein thefuture. At somepointin time,it becomescost-effectiveto
replaceapieceof equipmentratherthanmaintainit, andtheestimateof this timedeterminesthe
lifetimeof theequipmentandtheM&O costsneededto sustainit.
Keepingin mindthesimilaritiesanddissimilaritiesbetweentheLAAS studyandthecurrent
study,let usconsidertheM&O costestimatesversusthenumberof arrayelements,asshownin Fig.
4.9-1,andversusantennadiameter,asshownin Fig.4.9-2. Thebestlinear regressionline is for
thecostversusnumber-of-elementsplot andsuggestsafixedM&O costof $1.5M/yr.plus
$203k/yr./antenna.If thisexpressionis extrapolatedto the largestarraysizethatis envisioned(i.e.,
approximately40003-mantennas),theyearlyM&O will cost$814M. This impliesthatit would
costmoreto maintainandoperatethearrayeveryyearthanit tookto build it in thefirst place. The
only wayaroundthisdilemmais if therelationindicatedin Fig.4.9-1is nonlinear,suchthatthecost
of M&O decreasesdramaticallyasNe increases.
Clearly,anyconclusionsderivedfromanextrapolationof thisexpressionoutsidethedata
rangemustbeviewedwith caution.Nevertheless,theprecedingdiscussionsuggeststwo things.
First,acompletecomparisonof thecostof anarrayversusthecostof asingleaperturemustinclude
M&O costs.Second,M&O costconsiderationsmustbeanintegralpartof the initial designfor all
subsystems.This latterpointtypically raisesthedesigncostandinitial capitalinvestment.These
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increasedcostsareonly recoveredgraduallyoverthelifetimeof theinstrument,resultingin a
fundingdilemmathatmaybeunacceptableto institutionsfocusedon 1- to 5-yearbudgets.
In thediscussionaboveregardingarrayavailability,it wasnotedthatthecapitalinvestment
costsmightbeloweredby investingin less-reliable lementsandacceptingthefact thattheywould
be replacedmorefrequently.A full analysisof thereliabilityvs.costtrade-offwould includethe
impliedM&O impactovertheexpectedlifetimeof thearray.Any partthatfails in thefield will
requireapersonto removeit andtakeit to amaintenancefacility, asecondpersonto repairit, anda
thirdpersonto reinstallit in thefield, andperhapsafourthpersonto checkit out. Theserepair
peoplerequireaninfrastructureof secretaries,managers,andsupplyclerksto providesupporting
services.Thesumtotalof thiseffortmustthenbemultipliedby thelifetimetoget thetotalM&O
costs.
While it ispossibletoreducetheM&O taskto manysmallstepsandtherebyestimatethe
workforcerequirements,thetotalcostdependsonhow frequentlytheequipmentfails. Failure
statisticsaremorereliablyarrivedatempiricallyratherthantheoretically,andfor thisreasonthe
logicalapproachto buildinganarrayis to buildasmallonefirst andgetthepracticalexperience
neededto estimatethesecosts.
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5.0 TOTAL SYSTEM COST
The purpose of models is not to fit the data but to sharpen the questions.
- Samuel Karlin
The performance and cost estimates discussed previously for each subsystem were used to
create three models. A separate cost model was created for three representative values of the system
temperature. The calculations in each model are identical, but the results depend upon the number of
antennas which in turn are determined by the assumed system temperature. Table 5-1 summarizes
the tabular calculation for all three models using the TIW data for antenna costs and Fig. 5-1 shows
the calculations graphically. The calculation represents the array cost to synthesize a single 70-m
aperture having the same G/T and availability of one of the existing DSN 70-m antennas using
parabolic apertures ranging from 3 to 35 m in diameter.
Performance Specification:
The performance is specified in the top four rows of the table. The top line lists the
coefficients used to calculate the antenna aperture efficiency and could be used to model the
efficiency as a function of diameter. In the particular model summarized in Table 5-1, the antenna
efficiency is assumed to be a constant equal to 60% of the physical aperture. The second, third, and
fourth rows list the three system temperatures that were used: 110 K, 85 K, and 30 K,
corresponding to X-band zenith temperatures.
Starting on Line 5, the calculation proceeds by column with the diameter of the array element
in this line. Line 6 is the calculation of antenna efficiency. Lines 7 through 12 calculate the number
of antennas needed for each element diameter, for each system temperature and the additional number
of antennas needed to raise the array availability to that of a single 70-m antenna. Given the aperture
efficiency, system temperature, antenna diameter, and combining loss, the number of elements
needed in the array can then be calculated according to Eq. (2-4). A combining loss of 0.2 dB was
assumed, which increases the number of antennas in the array by 4.5% (but not the number of
elements used for margin). The calculation of Ne was rounded up to an integer value. A separate
calculation, as discussed in Section 4.7, was performed to estimate the additional elements that are
necessary to ensure that the array availability is equal to or greater than the individual element
availability.
Since the X-band specifications drive the maximum number of antennas, the S-band
specifications have been neglected. In effect, at S-band the array would perform better than the
equivalent 70-m aperture using model #1 and #2 and would have approximately comparable
performance using model #3.
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Cost Specification:
The three lower segments of Table 5-1 list the subsystem costs for each of the three system
temperatures. Within each segment or cost model, the subsystem is listed by row and costs are listed
under the column headed by Ne, the total number of array elements that was calculated in the upper
part of the table. The nonrecurring cost (NRC) is listed in the second column of the table and is
assumed to be independent of antenna diameter. As discussed in Section 4.2, an average value of
the NRC was used for the antenna subsystem, even though the estimate supplied by the antenna
contractors indicated some variation with diameter. In general the variations of this parameter are
small compared to total antenna costs.
For antenna diameters of 15 m or less, the LNA costs for cooled configurations are doubled
because of the previous assumption (e.g., see Section 4.2) of a prime focus S-band and Cassegrain
focus X-band configuration would imply physically separated LNAs. The signal distribution
subsystem and M&C subsystem costs are not exactly a linear function of Ne, and were calculated
separately. The remaining subsystem costs were modeled with a recurring cost times Ne, as
discussed in Section 4, ......
The bottom row for each segment gives the subtotal of cost. Note that the units of the
subtotal are in $M whereas the entries are in $k.
Learning Curve:
A quantity discount assumption was applied to all subsystems except the antenna costs,
which were supposedly contained in the antenna contractors' cost estimates. The discount was
assumed to vary as log 10(Ne). That is, we assumed that production-line learning would decrease
total cost by 5% for each factor of 10 increase in number of units produced. Thus, there is no
discount for 1 - 9 units, 5% discount for 10 - 99 units, 10% for 100 - 999 units, and 30% for 1000
- 9999 units.
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Table 5-1: Array cost model using TIW antenna data.
Ant. aperture eff.=a+bD, where a=.6, b=0.0
Tsys= 110
Tsysl= 110 individual ant. avail= 0.992
Tsys2= 85 Elev(min)=8 deg.
Tsys3= 30 Freq.= X-Band
Element Diam.= 3 5 10
Aperture Eft.= 0.60 0.60 0.60
i
Nel= 3434 1236 309 137 77 49 34 25
Nel(avail.)= 41 18 7 4 3 3 2 2
15 20 25 30 35
0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60
Tsys--85 Ne2= 2654 955 239 106 60 38 27 19
Ne2(avail.)= 33 15 6 4 3 2 2 2
Tsys=30 Ne3= 937 337 84 37 21 13 9 7
15 7 2Ne3(avail.)= 3 2 1 1 1
MODEL #1 NRC RC 3475 1254 316 141 80 52 36 27
LNA1 200 15.00 43096 16096 4348 2088 1286 913 698 576
Cal./LO/IF 1500 12.50 37247 14747 4956 3073 2405 2094 1915 1813
Antenna 1671 4.21 136688 138541 141753 143567 145706 148676 148813 152389
C/C 2750 29.03 85769 33514 10777 6403 4851 4130 3714 3478
SigDist 1000 65447 40246 21705 15418 12234 10304 9012 8079
M&C 4275 4018 3951 3833 3744 3671 3607 3550 3497
TsffCalib
subtotal 11396 61 372 247 187 174 170 170 168 170
MODEL #2 NRC RC 2687 970 245 110 63 40 29 21
LNA2 400 30.00 133977 49908 13344 3363 2120 1504 1206 988
Cal./LOaF 1500 12.50 29328 11814 4197 2735 2217 1960 1836 1745
An_nna 1671 4.21 106071 107544 110279 112370 115098 114752 120202 118896
C/C 2750 29.03 67379 26704 9013 5617 4414 3818 3530 3319
Sig Dist 1000 50581 31610 17211 12325 9851 8357 7346 6627
M&C 4275 4018 3951 3833 3744 3671 3607 3550 3497
TsffCalib
subtotal 11596 76 391 232 158 140 I37 134 138 135
MODEL #3 NRC RC 952 344 87 39 23 14 10 8
LNA3 600 150.00 243665 90711 24169 5985 3815 2580 2025 1746
Cal./LO/IF 1500 12.50 11628 5255 2482 1949 1768 1665 1619 1595
Antenna 1671 4.21 38660 39217 40238 40919 43081 41249 42544 46328
C/C 2750 29.03 26271 11470 5031 3792 3372 3133 3026 2972
Sig Dist3 1000 18520 11931 6915 5211 4349 3827 3477 3226
M&C3 4275 4018 3951 3833 3744 3671 3607 3550 3497
TsffCalib
subtotal 11796 196 343 163 83 62 60 56 56 59
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6.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
"There are some people who if they don't already know,
you can't tell them."
- Yogi Berra
Contrary to our initial supposition, the cost models illustrated in Fig. 5-1 indicate that there is
no optimum antenna diameter in the 3- to 35-m range for an array that would synthesize a 70-m
aperture. In this section, we discuss the reasons for this, the validity of the model, and what actions
the DSN might consider next.
6.1 THE BOTTOM LINE
The lack of a well-defined minimum in the cost-versus-diameter curve is a direct result of the
data illustrated in Fig. 4.2-1. This shows that the best-fit power law to the antenna cost data has an
exponent of approximately 2 instead of 2.7, as suggested in previous studies. An exponent of 2
implies that the cost of the collecting area is independent of the antenna diameter and the total array
cost must then increase as the number of antenna elements in the array. The reason for this stems
directly from the functional behavior of the various cost components that make up the antenna
subsystem. This same conclusion had been anticipated in the unpublished data of Stevens and
McLaughlin IF. McLaughlin, JPL, 1993, private comn'L].
When the antenna component costs were fit with a power law, several indicated exponents
larger than 2, e.g., the support structure, reflector, foundation, shipping, installation, and testing.
These are components that relate to the mass of material and reflect the fact that the antenna
represents a volume, and these components dominate the cost for large antenna diameter. However,
there are four antenna cost components whose functional behavior is more complex but nearly linear,
e.g., the axis drives, positioner, feed, and power, and these components dominate the cost for small
antenna diameter. The distribution of fractional cost among all 8 components versus the antenna
diameter is shown in Fig. 4.2-10. The other subsystems in the cost model scale either directly or
approximately as the number of array elements Ne. As a result, the cost of these subsystems does
not determine the existence of a minimum in the curve but does determine the value of element
diameter, if there is a minimum.
The discussion in Section 4.2.4 suggests that as the data for each cost component is
extrapolated to larger diameters, the exponent of the power law that best fits the total antenna cost
becomes larger than 2. With all of the clearness afforded by hindsight, it then seems safe to
conclude that we should have modeled a larger range of antenna diameter. Had we done so, a
minimum in the total system cost would probably have been found for a diameter > 30 m. Recall
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thattheconclusionof Potter,Merrick andLudwig [1965]wasthattheoptimumdiameterfor the
arrayelementswasapproximately65m.
6.2 VALIDITY OF THE MODEL
Errors using inadequate data are much
less than those using no data at all.
- Charles Babbage
In Section 4 we discussed, but did not include in the cost model, several important elements
of the total life-cycle cost of an array; installation, testing, calibration, maintenance, and operations.
Potentially large costs involving land acquisition and site development were also left out of the
model. The primary reason these cost elements were not included in the study is the time element--
or lack thereof. Many of these costs scale as Ne and would not change the shape of the curves
shown in Fig. 5-1. However, the facilities cost would likely scale as (Ne) 2 (i.e., proportional to
area), and would possibly influence the shape of the curve.
6.3 WHAT NEXT?
It would be the height of folly-- and self-defeating-- to think
that things never heretofore done can be accomplished
without means never heretofore tried.
- Francis Bacon
Figure 6-1 illustrates how the fractional cost of each subsystem changes as a function of
antenna diameter. We see that for a large diameter the antenna subsystem dominates the cost,
whereas for small diameters the electronics dominate the cost. Although the power law function of
the antenna cost is an approximation, it does represent some physical attribute of the subsystem
component that it models, e.g., an exponent >2 relates to a volumetric term. Furthermore, it was
noted that as the antenna cost data are extrapolated to larger diameter elements, the exponent of the
best-fitting power law to the total antenna subsystem cost became larger than 2.
For the antenna components that were modeled as linear or piecewise linear functions, the
physical attribute driving the cost is less clear. Also, as seen in Figs. 4.2-1 to 4.2-9, the
disagreement between antenna suppliers is fairly large when measured as a percentage and grows
with increasing antenna diameter.
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If thebasicthesisof thisstudyis true--thatadvancesin technologytendto drivethe
optimumdiameterof thearrayelementstowardasmallerdiameter--thenwemayaskwhatarethose
areasof technologydevelopmentthatwouldmostcontributetoincreasingperformanceand/or
decreasingcost. By increasingtheperformance,themultiplierNe in thecostmodelis reduced,and
by decreasingtherecurringcost,theproductof Ne timesRCi isreduced.In additionto increasing
performanceanddecreasingcost,thereareareasof developmentessentialto reducetheuncertainty
of manyaspectsof performanceandcostand,therefore,therisk to implementation.A
(noncomprehensive)list of thoseareasof technologythatimpactthetrade-offbetweencostandarray
elementdiameterwouldincludethefollowing:
• Antenna Pointing Drive Mechanisms -
One of the elements that dominates the cost of small antennas is the pointing and drive
system. To have an impact on the system cost model, the linear dependence of this cost element
must be dramatically lowered for small antenna diameters. The requirement is to point with an
accuracy of 1/10th of a beam width. The beam width is inversely proportional to the antenna
diameter, so that meeting the requirement gets easier at small antenna diameters. An innovative
design and component selection is needed in this area to provide an inexpensive solution to the
problem of driving and pointing small antennas.
• Feed Fabrication -
There does not seem to be a technological problem involved with designing feeds for any of
the antennas that were considered in this study. Rather, the problem seems to be to design a feed
that is manufacturable in quantity for very low cost. The DSN is experienced in building things in
small quantities and does not normally face this problem. It may be better to contract this aspect of
the design if the array concept were to flower.
• Signal Distribution -
As argued in Section 4.4, the technology to directly modulate an FO link with tile S- or X-
band output of the LNA seems to be commercially available today. The benefits are fairly obvious--
less equipment on the antenna (in the field) and concentration of functions in a central facility. Field
maintenance and Compiexity are both reduced. Centralization of the downconverter _d local
oscillators would make it possible to miniaturize these components and achieve better overall system
stability. What is necessary at this juncture is a convincing demonstration of this technology.
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• LNA/Cryogenics -
The system temperature was modeled in three discrete steps because it did not seem feasible
to assume that field-worthy systems were available at arbitrary physical temperatures. The derivative
of the receiver temperature versus physical temperature curve is highest near room temperature,
which suggests that low-cost cooling technology in this regime offers the most benefit. However,
what is needed is an understanding of the life-cycle cost of the cooling technology-- particularly the
maintenance costs. As an example, consider that difference between Model #2 and #3 for a 35-m
array element. The difference in total capital investment is a factor of two, which is also the
difference in the LNA cost. However, it is certain that the M&O costs for cooled LNAs (Model #3)
would be more than a factor of two larger than the Peltier cooled LNAs of Model #2. Over a thirty-
year lifetime, this difference might exceed an order of magnitude for the LNA subsystem but would
have to be balanced against the total M&O cost of an array of 17 elements versus an array of 7
elements.
• Modular Down Converters -
The planned DSN expansion of an additional 3 BWG antennas per complex (plus two
inherited antennas at Goldstone), at potentially 3 operating frequencies (Ka-, X-, and S-band), and
two orthogonal polarizations implies the need for up to 66 downconverters in the next few years.
The current design uses all discrete components and contains 4 channels of downconverter
electronics encased in an oven that is operated well above ambient temperature. There are 2 channels
at X-band and 2 channels at S-band, each pair sharing a common local oscillator that is driven by a
reference signal from the signal-processing center. This arrangement is packaged in a large bulky
oven and is physically located in the antenna cone where space is at a very high premium. The
variations of the physical temperature of the electronics is one of the prime factors in the overall
stability of the unit.
Whether the downconverter is to remain on the antenna or located at a central processing
center, it may be possible to achieve both cost and performance improvements by redesign of these
devices using modern technology.
• Correlator/Combiner-
In Section 3 some of the problems involved with array calibration were discussed, and it was
argued that the snr limitations could be minimized by using a scheme in which the combiner output
was fed back and correlated against each individual element. This scheme should be analyzed and
demonstrated with both telemetry signals and natural radio sources.
If the full-spectrum combiner approach is ever implemented in the DSN, then the signal
spectrum must be filtered prior to correlation. This filter would have to be adaptive in the sense that
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it wouldbeasimplebandpassfor sourceswhosespectrumis flat orunknown. In thecaseof
spacecraftsignals,thefilter mustbematchedto theexpectedspectralpowerdistributionwithin thea
priori uncertaintyon thefrequencyof thatsignal.Sincethealgorithmsfor doingthismatchedfilter
processingalreadyexistin theBlockV receiver,it seemslogicalto assumethatsomesubsetof the
BlockV designshouldbeintegratedin thedesignofthe correlatorandcombinerin orderto achieve
maximumsnr for the widest possible choice of signal source.
• Atmospheric Issues
In Section 3 some of the effects of atmospheric fluctuations on array gain were discussed and
it was pointed out that these fluctuations lead to an effective gain loss for a telemetry array. For a
given geometry, the gain loss depends on elevation angle and the strength of the turbulence. The
turbulence strength is characterized by the parameter Cn, which is a statistical measure and also
varies. For instance, very low values of Cn are possible during cold winter nights on the top of high
mountains, whereas very high values of Cn can occur during a summer thunderstorm in the desert.
In effect, Cn is both site and season dependent, and like atmospheric attenuation or
brightness temperature, it must be characterized in the form of a cumulative probability distribution
(PDF) that is both site and season dependent. Knowing the baseline geometry and source elevation
angle, the gain of an array can then be calculated with any desired degree of statistical certainty.
These atmospheric effects are mostly negligible at S-band, noticeable at X-band on 10-km baselines,
and appreciable at Ka-band. As the DSN evolves to an X-band and then Ka-band network of
arrayed 34-m antennas, it becomes increasingly important to quantify atmospheric fluctuations.
A better understanding of the site and seasonal variations in atmospheric fluctuations should
also influence the site selection of new antennas, but unfortunately the database needed to
characterize these statistics does not exist. Like the statistics for attenuation and brightness
temperature, the fluctuation statistics must be collected over a long period of time. In addition to the
effects on array gain, atmospheric phase fluctuations will limit our ability to track a carder signal on a
single antenna and thereby impose another constraint on the design of a deep space communications
link. Thus, the DSN should be interested in atmospheric fluctuations for several reasons. It is
strongly recommended that compilation of this database be given a high priority.
Before I came here I was confused about this subject. Having listened
to your lecture I am still confused. But on a higher level.
- Enrico Fermi
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Figure 2-1. The cooling curve for an X-band high-electron mobility (HEMT)
amplifier showing the amplifier's effective noise temperature versus its
physical temperature together with the best linear fit, from Williams [1991].
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of a single 70-m aperture as a function of element diameter.
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Fig. 4.4-3. The unit cell for the hexagonal close-pack array layout, often referred to as a first-order
Gosper snowflake. The distance between centers Left is determined by the shadowing constraint.
Figure 4.4-4. A second-order Gosper snowflake (49 elements) comprised of seven
first-order snowflakes.
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Figure 4.4-5. A third-order Gosper snowflake consisting of 343 elements.
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©Figure 4.4-6. Cable routing for the third-order Gosper snowflake array geometry.
Note that the interconnecting lines do not cross, indicating that direct cable burial is
possible.
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APPENDIX A
CONTRACTOR STATEMENT OF WORK
This is a summary of the STATEMENT OF WORK (dated Sept. 1992) that was sent to
two contractors that had previously supplied antennas to the DSN. The final statement of work
was modified by the JPL Procurement Office to include contractual details and cost.
I. PURPOSE
Jet Propulsion Laboratory is currently engaged in a study to develop a quantitative
understanding of the performance, cost, and technical risks associated with synthesizing a large
aperture from an array of smaller aperture antennas. The array will be a receive-only system,
operating simultaneously at S-band and X-band. This Small Aperture Array Study will
parameterize costs of the entire array as a function of the antenna element diameter for a prescribed
G/T (gain divided by system noise temperature). As a benchmark, the prescribed G/T will be that
of a small number (one to three) of Deep Space Network 70-m antennas. Costs for the complete
system will be parameterized. These include the antennas, radio and intermediate frequency
amplification, signal distribution, combiner electronics, and the monitor and control needed to
operate the array in a synchronous fashion. (Further background information was included in the
JPL Study statement attached to the Statement of Work.) This Statement of Work outlines a cost
study of the antenna elements to be performed by TIW Systems, Inc.
lI. NUMBER OF ANTENNAS, OPTICS, AND COST BREAKDOWN
The number of antennas needed to synthesize the G/T of a 70-m antenna is a function of the
antenna diameter and system noise temperature. Shown in Table A- 1 is the range of the number of
antennas needed for the eight diameters considered in this study. This range allows both cooled
and uncooled amplifiers to be parameterized, as well as a range of G/T for 1 to 3 different deep
space stations.
The antenna optics are broken into two regimes. For small-diameter antennas, a frequency
selective subreflector is used to separate S-band, arranged as a prime focus system, from X-band,
arranged as a Cassegrain system. For larger diameter antennas, both bands operate as a
Cassegrain system, with the bands separated by either a dual-frequency (concentric) feed, or a
frequency-selective surface diplexor. It is expected that the break will occur in the range of 10- to
20-m antenna diameters.
Antenna costs are to be broken into the following categories:
(A) Structure
(B) Main Reflector Surface
A-1
(C) Axis Drive
(D) PositionControl
(E) Foundation
(F) ShippingandInstallation
(G) FeedSystem(includingpossiblefrequencyselectivesurface)
(H) PowerSupply
Table A-1. Minimum and Maximum Antennas
Units
Diameter(m) Minimum Maximum
3 545 27,000
5 196 10,000
10 49 2,500
15 22 1,100
20 12 615
25 8 394
30 5 274
35 4 201
III.
The specific tasks to be completed are as follows:
• For each diameter in Table A- 1, production techniques will be investigated and a
preferred design in each category will be specified.
• The design will include specifying antenna optics for each diameter size, based on
cost, manufacturability, and performance.
• Each category will be further divided into nonrecurring and recurring costs.
• Because of the large number of antennas that could be fabricated (especially at the
smaller diameters), it is expected that an economy of scale will be encountered.
This cost study should outline breakpoints in production where costs drop for a
given diameter as more antennas are fabricated.
• As part of the JPL Small Aperture Array Study, a probabilistic determination of the
number of antennas needed to maintain a prescribed G/T margin is being calculated
for a given array and reliability of antenna elements. To assist in this calculation,
this cost study should outline antenna components which critically affect reliability
and detail the costs of critical components as a function of reliability.
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
The performance requirements are summarized in Table A-2.
A-2
IV. DELIVERABLES AND SCHEDULE
Following the agreed commencement date,
A. There will be a conference of TIW and JPL personnel after 3 weeks to discuss and
clarify issues developed in the study.
B. A final conference of TIW and JPL personnel after 6 weeks will be held to discuss
results of the study,
C. The final report will be delivered after 6 weeks.
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Table A-2. Performance Requirements
Parameter Specification
Operating Frequency From S-Band to X-Band
Axis Coverage:
Elevation 0 ° to 90 °
Azimuth +200 °
Reflector Surface Solid aluminum
Environments:
Precision Operation:
Wind
Rain
Temperature
Normal Operation:
Wind
Rain
Temperature
Survival:
Wind
Seismic
Hail
Temperature
Drive-to-Stow
10 mph gusting to 12 mph
2 inches per hour
0°F to I 15°F
30 mph gusting to 36 mph
2 inches per hour
0°F to 115°F
100 mph (stowed)
0.3 G horizontal and 0.15 G vertical
Up to 1 inch diameter stones
-20°F to 180°F
60 mph
Maximum Tracking Rates:
Velocity 0.4°/sec
Acceleration 0.4°/sec 2
Maximum Slew Rates:
Velocity 0.4°/sec
Acceleration 0.2°/sec 2
Site Location Australia
Soil Conditions 3,000 psf bearing capacity at 3 feet below grade
(no piles required)
Axis Configuration Elevation over Azimuth
Pointing Accuracy:
Precision Operation 0.1 beamwidth
Normal Operation 0.2 beamwidth
Surface Accuracy:
Precision Operation 0.030 inch RMS
Normal Operation 0.035 inch RMS
Concrete Foundation Minimum height (no building room required)
A-4
APPENDIX B
ANTENNA AVAILABILITY IN THE DSN
The DSN defines the availability of a system AT, as the percentage of time that the system
produces the required data for scheduled support. Thus, the downtime required for scheduled
maintenance is not counted. One might imagine a situation in which a very old antenna requires 6
days/week of maintenance in order to be "available" for a single day. Therefore, the availability is
only related to the reliability. However, when defined in this way the availability has the great
virtue of being directly measurable.
Normally a spacecraft link is supported with a single antenna and a string of many other
subsystems along a serial data path. Failure of any subsystem that results in loss of data requires
the generation of a Discrepancy Report (DR) that is kept in a database. It is this database that we
will use to estimate the availability of various subsystems rather than DSN Document 810-5
[ 1991 ], which lists specifications. The reader should keep in mind the limitations of the data. For
instance, when an antenna fails for some long period of time, the tasks that were assigned to it are
re-scheduled for another antenna and the availability as it is used here does not suffer. Clearly, the
availability as defined above is at most an upper bound on the reliability, but they are the only data
that are readily available.
The DR database is analyzed by Donald Custer of the Allied Signal Corp. and published
periodically in thick books titled "DSN Performance Study: Telemetry Data Loss" [ 1993, 1990]
that cover a period of time on the order of 2-3 years. Tables B- 1 and B-2 summarize the DR data
by subsystem for two periods. Table B- 1 contains the data spanning the period 1 Jan. 1986 to 31
Jul. 1990, and Table B-2 covers the period 1 Jan. 1989 through 31 Dec. 1992. Both tables cover
all DR types and all flight projects that were scheduled for the telemetry data type. However,
Table B- 1 contains data from all of the antennas in the DSN whereas Table B-2 contains the data
from the 70-m and 34-m networks (i.e., DSSs I6, 46, and 61 are not included). It has been noted
by others that the availability of the DSN is a function of time, typically increasing during such
critical events as planetary encounters and decreasing during cruise periods.
The first column of each table contains the 3-letter acronym for the subsystem. The
subsystem name appears in the second column for those readers who are unfamiliar with the
acronyms. The third column lists the number of hours of data that was lost, according to the DR's
count. At the bottom of this column, these hours are summed to give the total hours of data that
were lost and the overall system availability. The cumulative availability is listed in column 4.
For each subsystem row, the cumulative probability is calculated by summing the hours lost for the
particular subsystem to the top of the table, dividing the sum by the total hours that were
B-1
scheduled,andsubtractingthisratio from one. Thelastcolumnin thetableis the individual
subsystemavailability, i.e.,theproductof whichyieldsthetotalsystemavailability.
Thereareseveralthingsworthnotingin thesetables.First, thetop five subsystems(in
termsof losingdata)arethesamein bothlists,andtakentogetheraccountfor about70%of the
total hoursthatwerelost. Also, theantennais in thenumber-twospotonboth lists andhasan
availabilityof 0.993in theolderdatasetand0.9956in themorerecentdataset. A truebelieverin
statisticsmightbe temptedto concludethatasourantennasgetoldertheygetmorereliable,but the
readerhasalreadybeenforewarnedaboutthedangersin thesestatisticsandcertainlywouldnot
succumbto thattemptation.Finally, thetotal systemavailabilityis in therange0.97-0.98,whichI
believeis thenumberthathasbeenusedasthesystemavailabilityperantennain thecurrent
versionof thedatareturncalculations.
TABLE B-1. FromJan.86 to Jul.90, 142744.75scheduledhours,all projects,all antennas,
telemetrydatatype.
Abr. SUBSYSTEM NAME Hr. lost Cumulative P Pi
DTM
=
ANT
RFI
RCV
UMV
FAC
TXR
DMC
NSS
GDC
DTK
FTS
N/A
UND
DSP
NTM
GIA
: DCD
GVC
MFR
DTS
NTK
DSCC Telemetry Subsystem
Antenna
Radio Frequency Interference
Receiver-Exciter
DSCC Antenna Microwave Subsystem
DSCC Technical Facilities Subsystem
DSCC Transmitter Subsystem
DSCC Monitor and Control Subsystem
NOCC Support Subsystem
DSCC Digital Communications Subsystem
DSCC Tracking Subsystem
DSCC Frequency and Timing Subsystem
Not Applicable
Undefined
DSCC Spectrum Processing Subsystem
NOCC Telemetry Subsystem
GCF Intersite Analog Comm. Subsystem
DSCC Command Subsystem
GCF Voice Subsystem
Multifunction Receiver Subsystem
DSCC Test Support Subsystem
NOCC Tracking Subsystem
Total hr lost =
System Availability =
1240.75 0.9915
963.53 0.9846
715.82 0.9795
474.92 0.9762
459.38 0.9730
143.13 0.9720
102.60 0.9713
68.40 0.9708
42.18 0.9705
39.63 0.9702
38.13 0.9700
29.72 0.9697
28.70 0.9695
24.27 0.9694
8.80 0.9693
5.10 0.9693
4.22 0.9693
3.70 0.9692
0.83 0.9692
0.50 0.9692
0.18 0.9692
0.07 0.9692
4393.81
0.9692
0.9915
0.9930
0.9949
0.9966
0.9967
0.9990
0.9993
0.9995
0.9997
0.9997
0.9997
0.9998
0.9998
0.9998
0.9999
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.9692
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The subsystem availability should be calculated in a slightly different manner when the
DSN provides arraying support. An array is a parallel architecture so its reliability is conditional.
If we denote the availability of all the parallel subsystems (e.g., the antenna and probably the
microwave subsystems) as ai, then the total availability can be written
N
A T = a i • II Ai
i=2
The composite availability of the antenna and microwave subsystem from the data base
summarized in Tables B-1 and B-2 is 0.992, so now all we have to do is figure out how to calculate
the conditional probability.
TABLE B-2. From Jan. 89 to Dec. 92, 148382.12 scheduled hours, all projects, DSS 12, 14, 15,
42, 43, 45, 61, 63, and 65, telemetry data type.
Abr. SUBSYSTEM NAME Hr. lost Cumulative P Pi
DTM DSCC Telemetry Subsystem 1009.85 0.9933 0.9933
ANT Antenna 620.70 0.9890 0.9956
RCV Receiver-Exciter 293.22 0.9870 0.9980
RFI Radio Frequency Interference 270.33 0.9852 0.9982
UMV DSCC Antenna Microwave Subsystem 230.48 0.9837 0.9984
UND Undefined 133.08 0.9828 0.9991
FAC DSCC Technical Facilities Subsystem 95.18 0.9821 0.9993
DMC DSCC Monitor and Control Subsystem 87.00 0.9815 0.9994
TXR DSCC Transmitter Subsystem 81.30 0.9810 0.9994
NSS NOCC Support Subsystem 48.37 0.9807 0.9997
GDC DSCC Tracking Subsystem 46.10 0.9804 0.9997
DTK DSCC Tracking Subsystem 32.72 0.9801 0.9998
FTS DSCC Frequency and Timing Subsystem 27.07 0.9799 0.9998
N/A Undefined 27.03 0.9798 0.9998
DCD DSCC Command Subsystem 5.80 0.9797 1.0000
GIA GCF Intersite Analog Comm. Subsystem 5.53 0.9797 1.0000
DPS DSCC Power Subsystem 5.17 0.9797 1.0000
DSP DSCC Spectrum Processing Subsystem 4.57 0.9796 1.0000
NTM NOCC Telemetry Subsystem 1.72 0.9796 1.0000
GVC GCF Voice Subsystem 0.72 0.9796 1.0000
GDR DSCC Test Support Subsystem 0.18 0.9796 1.0000
NTK NOCC Tracking Subsystem 0.06 0.9796 1.0000
Total hr lost = 3026.18
System Availability = 0.9796 0.9796
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